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:\farriage, cont'd 
P roof of valid, 1869 
Regis tration of certificate, 1869 
Married woman, status, 1871 
Notice, judge mar direct further publica-
tion of, 1866 
Publication of, re claimants, 1865 
When value under $3,000, 1865 
Service of, on claimant, 1865 
Official guardian, when guardian ad btt•m, 
1865 
Ontario Ca;etu, publica! ion of notict·~ i n.1865 
Order, appeal from, 1870 
Owner, in fee simple, judicial im·eotigation 
of title, 1862 
P~tition, contents of, 1867 
Form of, 1862 
Judge mar refer, to referee, 1866 
Objection to, 1871 
Referring, to Referee of Titles. 1872 
Registration of certificate of. 1870 
Pe titioner, withdrawal of petition br. 1866 
Possession, order for deliverr of. 187 I 
Procedure, governing proceedings, 1872 
Judges ma)• make rules go,·erninl!. lSi:? 
Pro<'eedings, abatement, 1871 
F.ff CCI of fraud , 1869 
Technical irregularit ies, 1871 
Exercise of judicial disrretion on. 1862 
In Toronto,18i2 
Notice of, 1871 
Procedure go,·eming, 1872 
Proof, on investigation, 18~ 
Purchaser, effect of re-im•estigation, 1870 
Reliance on certificate br, 1870 
neferee of Title>, powers of, 1872 
Powers of, 1866 
Register, establishment of, for certificate, 
1870 
F.stablishment of for conveyances, 1870 
Registration, certificate of petit;on. IBiD 
Pro,i•iono; for. of <'erlificate of titlr. 1867 
Rules, promulgation of, by judges, 1872 
Variance of. with .\ ct. 1872 
Succession duty, proof of payment of, 1 86 ~ 
Title to be subject to. 1867 
Taxes, proof of payment, on in,·c-ti~.llion , 
1B61 
RAILWAY 
Title to be subject to, 1867 
Title. adverse claims to, must be disclosed, 
1863 
Certificate of, after publication of notice, 
1865 
Under seal of Court, 1867 
Declaration of validity of, 1862 
Deed~. production of, on application. 1863 
Deemed subject to e;occept ions, 1867 
Effect of succession duty on, 1867 
Encumbrances on, 1867 
Exceptions to, 1867 
Grant of certificate of, 1865 
Order on re-investigation, 1870 
Owner entitled to jmlicial im·estigation 
of, 1862 
Procedure on contest re, 1866 
On re-investigation, 1870 
Purchaser not affected, 1870 
Registration of certificate of, 1867 
Re-investigation of, 1870 
Terms on re-investigation, 1870 
I ' endors and Purchasers Act, referred to, 18~ 
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Accidents, contracts waiving rights, void, 
3159 
Dismissal of employees re, 3167 
Form of notice re, 3167 
Investigation of, 3167 
Notice of to Board, 3167 
Penalty for omission of notice, 3167 
Returns re, 3164 
Accommodation, at station, 3107 
Duty of company re, 3101 
Order of Board for, 3101 
Right of action on default, 3102 
Specific works for, 3102 
Account of shareholders, inspection of. 
3037 
Keeping of, 3037 
Accounts, duties of directors re, 3033 
Acquittances, issued by Board for company. 
3155 
Act, application of, 3025 
Exception in Special Act, 3025 
Incorporated with Special Act, 3025 
Provisions in special Act override, 3026 
Acting president, appointment of, 3033 
Powers and duties of, 3033 
Action, accommodation re, 3108 
Against shareholder, 3037 
By Attorney General, to recover penal· 
ties, 3079 
Collection of tolls for, 3117 
Default of accommodation 3102 
Actions, certain exempted f:om limitation. 
3159 
Contracts waiving rights, void. 3159 
Damages by animals, 3168 
To animals, 3168 
Inspection not to relieve company, 3159 
Limitation on for continuing damages. 
3159 
For damages, 3158 
For indemnity, 3158 
Forinjury,3158 
Limitations of, for damages, 3098 
Recovery of penalties by, 3174 
Of unpaid calls, 3033 
Relief from, on forfeiture of shares, 3035 
Right of, re damage by electricity, 3142 
When no right re animals, 3169 
Additional land, application re, particulars, 
3061 
Authority of Board, 3061 
Deposit with Board, 3061 
:\1aterial on applications re, 3060 
Provisions applicable re, 3061 
Procedure, when required, 3060 
Adjoining land. award reuse of, 3074 
Deposit rc use of, 3074 
Interest re use of, 3074 
Use of during construction, 3074 
Owners, compensation for business loss, 
3069 
Compensation for land injury~3069 
Duty to, re drainage, 3084 
Administrator, inspection no relief to 
company from duty to, 3159 
Administrators, limitation of power to con· 
vey,3059 
Agents, liability in certain casf!S, 3172 
Agreement for amalgamation, 3051 
Forlease,3051 
For sale, 3051 
With tnunieipality, 3082 
Agreements, after deposit in registry office, 
3062 
By directors, 3049 
Compensation for, 3062 
Conditions of, 3050 
Damages for, 3062 
Division of tolls, 3049 
Enforcement of, 3155 
Exemption from conditions, 3050 
Joint committee re, 3050 
1\'Ianagement and working re, 3049 
l\Iode of compensation, 3062 
Municipal corporation and company, 3138 
Powers of Board re renewals, 3157 
Prior to filing of plan, 3059 
Remedy for breach, 3155 
Renewal of, 3157 
Running rights re, 3049 
Air whistle, blowing on electric railway, 
3105 
Penalty for not blowing, 3105 
Air whistles for train, 3077 
764 
Aisles on open cars, 3082 
On summer cars, 3082 
Aliens, employment on subsidited line. 
when prohibited, 3161 
Rights of, as shareholders, 3037 
Alignment of tracks, implied pro,·isiuns in 
agreements, 31~1 
Amalgamation, agreements fot. 3051 
Approval of sha rehol der~, 3051 
Effect of, 3051. 3052 
New company substituted, 30:>2 
Powers not restricted lly, 3052 
Publishing notice re. 3051 
Requirement~ re, 3051 
Sanction of Board, 3051 
Animals, cattle guard~. erection of, 3087 
Charge of at farm crobsings, 3086 
Damages to on right of wa). 3168 
Fences, erection of, 3087 
Cates, PrN•tinn nf, 3087 
Impounding of, 3168 
Onus of proof of owner's ncgligence,3168 
Person in charge, 3168 
Injured br, damages, 3170 
Precautions during const ruction, 3087 
Prohibition aj!ainst being at large near 
crossing, 3168 
Property of company injured, 3170 
Recovery of damages re, 3168 
When killed on company's proper!), 3168 
:'{o right of action, 3169 
Owner may not rcco,·er, 3168 
Annual allowance on retirement, 3032 
Balance, duties of directors re, 3033 
)[eeting, business transacted at, 3029 
Election o£ directors at, 3030 
• Ileld at head office, 3029 
Time fixed by by.Jaw,3029 
Rent payable into Court, 3068 
Return form of express tolls, 3117 
Re express tolls, 3117 
Returns, attestation o£,3163 
By company to Board, 3163 
Capital re,3163 
Contents of, 3163 
Filed with Board, 3161 
Forms re, 3163 
Period included in, 3163 
Time for filing of, 31~ 
Traffic re, 3163 
RAil .. WAY 
Transmission to A•:>embly,316 ~ 
To Pro' incial Secretary, 3161 
Working expenditure re, 3163 
-\ppeals, notice of appeal. 3156 
Procedure on. 3066 
Re Board order,., 3156 
To Supreme Court. 3066 
\pplication of Act, railways, except Go,·· 
ernment, 3025 
When to incline railways, 3025 
To st reet railways. 3025 
With special Act, 3025 
~\pproaches, fencing of, 3093 
Grade of, 3093 
Penalty for unlawful erecrion, 31 i2 
For unlawful maintenance,3172 
Operation, 3172 
Powers to make, 3046 
\ quedncts, powers re con•t rucrion, 30t5 
. trbitration Act. referred to. 3066 
.\rbitration, abandonment of proceeding,-, 
3065 
AppeaJs from award. 3066 
Appointment of arbitrator". 3063 
Of new arbitrator, 3065 
Xotes of e,·idence, 306 ~ 
Xotice re materials. 3070 
Possession before awanl, 3066 
Procedure to determine compensation. 
3064 
Stenographic expen•es part of cost~, 306 ' 
~-\rbitrator, appointment of, 3063 
Appointment of sole, 3063 
Arbitrators, appointment of men, 3065 
A ward of compensation, 306-1-
0£ damage~. 306 ~ 
Of value of land, 306 t 
Death of before award, 3065 
Duties of, 306! 
Failure to act, 3065 
Notes of evidence hy, 306' 
Swearing of, 306-1 
.\rrests, conductor acting as constable, 3136 
Powers of rail"·ay comtabll's rc, 313.1 
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Assembly, free transportation of members, 
3134 
Assets and liabilities, returns re, 3165 
Attorney General, action to recover penal-
ties, 3079 
Award, delivering to owner, 3066 
1\lceting for, 3061-
Not invalid for technicalities, 3065 
For want of form, 3065 
Right of appeal from, 3066 
Setting aside, 3066 
Stating amounts in, 3064 
Taking up of, 3066 
When only one, 3069 
Backing trains, on or across l1ighway, 3106 
Within limits of municipality, 3106 
Badges, employees, at station, 3102 
Employees, on passenger trains, 3102 
Baggage car, passengers riding in, 3103 
Requirements rechecking, 3103 
Re electric rail ways, 3103 
Rigltt to collect for excess, 3103 
Reach, right to occupy, 3047 
Bell for locomotive, 3077 
Sounding at highway crossings, 3104 
Within limits of municipality, 3105 
Bil1 of exchange, borrowing on, 3042 
Binding nature and presumption, 3042 
Not payable to bearer, 3042 
Seal unnecessary, 3042 
Billing, penalty for false, 3127 
Bills of Sale and Chattel Mortgage Act. 
referred to, 3042 
Black boards at station, 3100 
Further changes on, 3100 
Penalty re, 3100 
Time of overdue trains, 3100 
Blasphemous language, passenger's removal 
for. 3136 
Boanl, acting as directors,3155 
Acting as officers, 3155 
Action on inspecting engineer's report, 
3114 
Additional powers of, 3081 
Adjustment of terms by, 3147 
Altering of plans by, 3089 
Amendment of tariff by, 3120 
766 
Annual return of express tolls to, 3117 
Appeal from orders of, 3156 
From refusal to make orders, 3156 
Tore construction, 3145 
Application for opening line, 3112 
Of regulations by, 3079 
Re facilities to, 3131 
Re joint tariffs, 3124 
Tore terms, 3147 
Applications for works crossing railway, 
3085 
Appointment of inspecting engineers, 
3111 
Of motormen's examiners, 3158 
Appointment of through rate, 3125 
Approval, how given,3047 
Of by-laws, rules and regulations, 3109 
Of contracts limiting liability, 3116 
Of pay-as-you-enter car, 3150 
Re express tolls, 3116 
Traffic, 3137 
Rc freight traffic, 3137 
Re increase of capital, 3028 
Re location of station, 3108 
Re preference stock, 3037 
Re tariffs, 3123 
Re telegraph lines, 3048 
Re telephone lines, 3048 
Re tolls required, 3115 
Reusing land, 3M7 
Rework on highways, 3148 
Authorizing branch lines, 3071 
Certificate of Board re expenses, 3156 
Of instructor of motormen, 3158 
Classification of freight tolls by, 3119 
or freight tolls, regulations, 3119 
Commencement of tariff by, 3120 
Consent to lines across railway, 3048 
To wires across railway, 3048 
Consolidation and re-issue of tariff by, 
3120 
Copies of by-laws furnished to, 3164 
Of regulations furnished to, 316~ 
Of rules furnished to, 3164 
Costs of appeal reconstruction, 3145 
or taking over railway, 3156 
Decision re rate of wages, 3160 
Bo:~rd, cont'd 
Decision re traffic interchange, 3050 
Regulations, 3050 
Defined,3021 
Deposits with, rebranch lines, 3071 
Determining compensation relines, 30·l8 
Complaints re advantage, 3132 
Re discrimination, 3132 
Re preference, 3132 
Re traffic, 3050 
Disallowance of tariff by, 3120 
Dismissal of employees re accident, 3167 
Dispensing with material, 3057 
Effect of sanction, 3054 
Enforcement of agreements, 3155 
or orders, 3081 
By, 3156 
Exemption re gates, fences, eattlc.guards, 
3087 
Exercising powers where S)'Stem ircom· 
plete, 3131 
Failure to carry out order, lien, 3162 
Fees of, re increase of capital, 3028 
Filing of book of reference with, 30~3 
Of express toUs' tariff, 3116 
Of freight tariffs with, 3122 
Of joint tariffs, 3124 
With,3125 
or passenger tariffs with, 3123 
or plan with, 3053 
or profile with, 3053 
Form of notice of accident. 3167 
Free transportation for members, 313·l 
General rules and regulations, 30-l9 
Hearing alleged violation of agreements, 
3155 
Inclusion of accident inquiry in annual 
report, 3167 
I nvcstigation of accident by, 3167 
Joint action with Dominion Board, 3095 
Jurisdiction over incline railways, ~~00. 
3081 
O'er railways, 3079 
0\·er street railways, 3080, 3081 
Leave for opening line, 3112 
For prosecution, 3174 
Re junction of railways, 3094 
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To carry freight, 3113 
Limitation of powers of, 3081 
~lay condemn rolling stock, 3113 
Declare competitive points, 3119 
Define carriage by express, 3116 
Enjoin operation, 3113 
C rant relief, 3050 
Limit speed in municipalities, 3106 
Order repairs, 3113 
Specific works, 3102 
Require additional lines, 3081 
Additional ret urns, 316l 
Further plans, 3057 
Information re joint tariff, 3125 
~otice of accident to, 3167 
Of special rates to. 3134 
To company by, 3114 
:'\ot liable for damages, 3155 
One·man operation, approval, 3151 
Order for accommodation, 3101 
For construction, 3089 
For opening line, 3112, 3113 
Packages, 3127 
For site of sanitar)' comenience, 3150 
Re accident, 3167 
Rebranch lines, 3072 
Re drainage, 3084 
When unnecessary, 3084 
Re farm crossings, 3086 
Relines across railway, 3049 
Re spurs. 3072 
Rewires across railway, 30-!9 
To subsidized railway, 3162 
Payment to compan)' by, 3072 
Penalties by regulations, 3079 
Penalty for noncompliance with order nl, 
3109 
Powers, reconstruction, 3089 
Recrossing of lines, 3094 
Of tracks, 3094 
Re equipment, 3077 
Re e,;dence re returns, 3166 
Re facilities, 3131 
Re fire guards, 3099 
Re inquiries re returns, 3166 
Re intersecting railways, 3095 
Re joint tariffs, 3125 
UAI LWAY 
lloard, cont'tl 
Powers rc junction of rail wars, 3094 
Re mines and minerals, 3097 
Re production of documents, 3166 
Re protection of cables, 3!42 
Of pipes, 3142 
Of wires, 3142 
Re returns, 3165 
Re service, 3077 
Rc sufficiency of equipment, 3076 
Rc tolls, 3115 
Retrain equipment, 3079 
To modify requirements, 3077 
To order specific works, 3132 
Publication of information l1y, 3166 
Ref usa) reopening line, 3112 
Regulation for further tolls,3127 
Limiting liability of carrier, 3133 
Of branch lines, 3073 
or carriage by express, 3116 
Of spurs, 3073 
Jtcgulations of, generally, 3079 
Re advantage, 3132 
Re demurrage! 3102 
Re discrimination, 3132 
Reforms, 3120 
Re freight tariffs, 3122 
Re hours of labour, 3163 
Repacking, 3083 
Re preference, 3132 
Re telegraph lines, 3018 
Rc telephone lines, 30·18 
Report of examiner of motormen, 3158 
Hequiring of returns by, 3165 
Returns of accidents to, 3164 
Sanction of deviation hy, 3054 
Re agreements, 3050 
Re deviation, 3057 
To amalgamation, 3051 
To lease, 3051 
To sale, 3051 
Scttl!'ment of disputes by, 3082 
Submission of plans to, 3048 
Sulhtitution of tariff by, 3120 
SusJen·ision of construction, 3089 
Taking over duties of company, 3155 
Railwa~·. 3155 
Terms and conditions re express, 3117 
Varying of order re facilities, 3131 
When order not required, 3049 
Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada, 
joint action re crossings, 3095 
Joint action re intersections, 3095 
Order re crossings, 3096 
Joint order re intersect ions, 3096 
Bonds, denominations, 3039 
Interest on, 3039 
Issuance of, 3039 
Limit of, 3039 
~[ortgage securing, 3040 
Payments in, 3100 
Returns rc, 3165 
When and where payable, 3039 
Bonuses by municipality, 3108 
Powers re, 3044 
Returns re, 3165 
Book of reference, additional land re, 3060 
Branch line for, 3070 
Lines re, 3071 
Certificate of registrar, 3056 
Certification of, 3056 
Contents of, 3053 
Copy as evidence, 3056 
Correcting of errors in, 3055 
Depositing with Board, 3054 
Effect of depositing, 3062 
Filing re additional land. 3061 
Re deviations, 3057 
How prepared, 3056 
Inspection of, fee. 3055 
Notice of deposit, 3061 
Registration, 3054 
Sanction of Jloard, 3054 
When Board refuses sanction, 3057 
Borrowing powers, action through trustee, 
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3041 
Holders rank pro rata. 3041 
How securities payalole. 3039 
Issuing of securities, 3039 
Mortgage securing bond", 30 «> 
On bill of exchange. 3042 
On negotiable instrument. 3012 
On promi~sory no:e, 3042 
On warehouse receipt, 3042 
Pledging of securities, 3039 
Borrowing powers, cont'd 
Right of continuing issue, 3039 
Secmities charge on revenue, 3041 
How transferred, 3042 
Box freight cars, hand grips on, 3075 
Outside ladders on, 3075 
Brakes, continuous and instantaneous, 3075 
Drive wheel, 3075 
On electric cars, 3149 
On highways, 3149 
Penalty, when not provided, 3149 
Regulations of Board re, 3078 
Requirements re, 3075 
Tests of, 3149 
Branch line, authorization by Board, 3071 
Line, book of reference for, 3070 
Bringing materials for construction, 
3070 
Inspection of, 3111 
Limitation re lenl!;th, 3070 
Re use,3070 
Plan for, 3070 
Procedure re, 3070 
Profile for, 3070 
Lin"es, application by Municipal Corpor· 
at ion, 3073 
Board order re, 3072 
Construction of, to industry, 3072 
Deposits required, 3071 
Lien re, and discharge, 3072 
No extensions allowed, 3071 
Not ice of appl ication re, 3071 
O·wner to deposit cost, 3072 
Powers reconstruction, 3045 
Provisions applicable, 3072, 3073 
Publication of notice re, 30il 
Regulation of operation, 3072, 3073 
Time for construction, 3071 
Breach of agreements, hearing of Board re, 
3155 
Remedy for, 3155 
Bridge companies, application of provis· 
ions re tolls, 3025 
Exception where safety de,•ice, 3104 
Notice of damage of, 3167 
Order for foot, 3091 
Penalty re. 3104 
Safety in construction, 3092 
Stopping c..f trains at , 3104 
RAILWAY 
Tenders, penalty for intoxication on du ty 
3172 
Bridges, altera tions of, 3088 
Board's appro\·al re, 3088 
Compensation to owners adjoining, 3069 
Headway required, 3088 
Inspection of, 3111 
Liability of municipality saved, 3139 
:\[aintenance of proper flooring, 3046 
Penalty for improper constr uction, 3088 
For unlawful erection, 3172 
:\!aintenance, 3172 
Operation, 3172 
For using crossing when foot Lridge,3171 
Powers re construction, 3045 
When not owned by company, 3088 
British subject, when majority directors, 
3031 
Buildings, penalty for trespassing, 3171 
Powers reconstruction, 3045 
Tlurdcn of proof, re undue preference, 3131 
Re unjust discrimination, 3131 
Business, compensation for injury to, 3069 
Compensation, where grade unaltered, 
3069 
Busses, included in street railway, 3023 
By·laws, admission of other railways, 3156 
Allowing radials to enter municipalities, 
3157 
Authorizing tolls, 3115 
Change of location of head office, 3026 
Copies furnished to Board, 3164 
Defined, 3021 
Form of, 3120 
Giving use of highway, 3090 
Issuance of preference stock , 3037 
Limiting carriers liability, 3133 
Mode of mo,·ing rolling stock, 3108 
Penalty for contra,•ention, 3173 
Powers of directors re, 3032 
Re special meetings. 3029 
Rules, regulations, binding when approv· 
ed. 3110 
Cnpy to employees afT ('Cted. 3110 
To ofiicers affected. 3110 
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By-laws, cont'd 
Rules, employment and conduct of em-
ployees, 3109 
or officers, 3109 
Essentials to validity, 3109 
Evidence of, 3110 
Penalty for violation, 3109 
Posting in station, 3110 
P revention of violation, 3110 
Rc expectorating, 3109 
Re freight, 3109 
Reloads, 3109 
Re management, 3109 
Re nuisances, 3109 
n e passengers, 3109 
n e smoking, 3109 
Re time tables, 3109 
Re traffic and operation, 3109 
Subject to franchise, 3110 
When Board approval required, 3109 
::\[unicipa] agreement necessary, 3110 
Speed of mo,•ing rolling st:>ck, 3108 
Submission of di rectors to, 3031 
Time for annual meetings, 3029 
Cables, protection of, 3142 
Calls, action for, allegations, 3033 
By directors, 3033 
Forfeiture for non-payment, 3035 
Interest on unpaid, 3033 
Liability of shareholders for, 3033 
Notice of, publication, 3033 
Right to pay in advance, 3035 
Canal, crossing railway, application re, 308:> 
Order re, 3086 
Plan and profile, re, 3086 
Catli tal, amount stated in special Act, 302i 
Annual returns re, 3163 
A pplieation of, 3027 
I ncrease of, 3028 
Interest not to impair, 3036 
Issuing part as preference stock, 303i 
Prohibition repurchasing stock with,3170 
Stock, application of proceeds, 3027 
I ncr ease of, 3028 
Issuing part as preference stock, S037 
Car couplings, regulation of Board rc, 3078 
Card games, passengers' removal for, 3136 
Cars, appeal re failure to supply addition-
al , 3156 
Company not to operate defective, 3160 
Construction of open, 3082 
Disputes re construct ion of, 3082 
Equipment required for, 3075, 3076 
Loading, by-laws, rules and regulations, 
3109 
One-man operation, 3151 
Order of Board for additional, 3081 
Of Board reheating, 3081 
Re schedule, 3081 
Restarting, 3081 
Passenger, uy-laws, rules and regulations, 
3109 
Passengers riding on baggage, 3103 
On freight, 3103 
On platforms, 3103 
Pay-a.s-you-entcr, 3151 
Penalty for failure to supply additional, 
3156 
For trespassing, 3171 
Position of passenger cars, 3103 
Cattle gunrds, duty of company re, 3087 
Exemption by Board, 3087 
I nspection of, 3111 
Nature of, 3087 
Turning of fences into, 3087 
Central office, delivering of depositions to, 
3065 
Certificate of correction by Board, 3055 
or correction, depositing in r egistry of-
fice,3055 
or proprietorship, prima facie evidence 
of title, 3035 
or surveyor, contents of, 3062 
or treasurer, re forfeited shares, 3036 
Registration of, in books, 3036 
Charities, reduced rates for, 3133 
Cheques, issued by Board for company, 
3155 
Child, inspection docs not relieve company 
to, 3159 
Children, fares on electric railways, 3128 
Church trustees, limitation of power to con-
vey,3059 
Claims, saving of, 3052 
770 
Classification of !reigbt, 3119 
or freight, regulations, terms and condi· 
tions, 3119 
Tar iffs, 3119 
Regulations, terms and cond:tions, 
3119 
Penalty for false, 3127 
Clerk of the Peace, record of appointment 
of constables, 3136 
Record of dismissal of constables, 3136 
Colour blindness, examination of employee• 
for,3158 
Periodical examination of employees for, 
3158 
Commercial travellers, reduced rates for, 
3133 
Common carriers, collection of tolls as, 3117 
Limiting of liability, 3133 
Communicable diseases, travelling while 
suffering from, 4065, 4066 
Commutation tickets, not undue preference, 
3133 
Company, defined, 3021 
Dismissal of constable by, 3135 
Duty re interchange of traffic, 3129, 3130 
Re traffic facilities, 3129, 3130 
Liability in certain cases, 3172 
Neglecting to repair, implied provision. 
3152 
No duty re execution of trusts, 3034 
Re trust monies, 3034 
l'iotice of inspecting engineer's report. 3112 
Penalty for non-compliance with Board 
order,3114 
Powers to make by-laws, 3108 
Re appointment of constable by, 3135 
To pay engineer, implied pro,·ision, 3154 
What deemed oiTcnces of, 3174 
Compensation, agreements for, 3062 
Apportionment re locomotive fire, 3099 
Arbitration to determine, 306-1 
Crossing or connecting other lines, 30.15 
Date of a•certainment, 3062 
Deposit a• •ecurity for. 307-1 
Diversion for, 3092 
Duty of company exercising powers, 3016 
or restoration of company, 3046 
RAILWAY 
Fire caused by locomotive, 3098 
For damages, 3047 
For use of adjoining land, 3074 
In place of land,3067 
Insurable interest for compensation, 3099 
Land for, negotiations, 3061 
Limit, caused by locomotive, 3098 
:\Iunicipality operating street railways, 
3147 
Not applicable to Dominion Railway, 
3046 
Owners of adjoining highways, 3069 
Payment into Court, 3066.3067 
Procedure to determine, 3061 
Relines, how determined,3048 
Re railway on highway, 3090 
Re snow fences, 3073 
Reduction of by insurance, 3098 
To mine owners, severance, 3097 
Using land of another company, 3017 
Wh!'n payable into Court, 3068 
Where land taken under Board order, 
3092 
Competitive freight tariffs, Board regula. 
tions re, 3122 
Freight tariffs filed with Board, 3122 
Open for inspection at office, 3126 
For inspection at station, 3126 
Publication of, 3122 
Regulations reuse before filing, 3122 
Wbatspecifiedin,3121 
Points, Board may declare what are, 
3119 
Completion of line, 3057 
Time for, rebranch lines, 30i2 
Re spurs, 30i2 
Condition, limiting carriers' liabilily, 3133 
Conditions, re subsidies, default, deduction 
from subsidy, 3161 
Re subsidies, default, rcCO\'Cry or sub· 
sidy, 3161 
Tolls to prospector•, 3160 
To settlers, 3160 
C>nductor, communication with engineer, 
3075 
Communication with mntorman, 3075 
Demand for assi::tancc by, 3137 
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Conductor, cont'cl 
Duty crossing railway, 3105 
Hours of labour, 3163 
On street rnilways, 3163 
Liahility re Sunday operation, 3140 
Notice of authority ol, 3137 
Powers, when acting as cc·nstable, 3136 
Removal of passengers for misconduct, 
3136 
Conductors, passage for, in open cars, 3082 
Penalty for intoxication on duty, 3172 
Protection from exposure, 3077 
Vestibules for protection, 3077 
Conduits, for bringing materials, 3070 
Consolidated revenue fund. payment of pen· 
a !ties to, 3175 
Constables, appointment in writing, 3135 
Appointment of, 3134 
Apprehending of offenders, 3135 
Conductor's powers when acting as, 3136 
Dismissal of, 3135 
Duties of, 3135 
Oath of office, 3134 
Penalty for neglect of dut)', 3136 
Powers of, 3135 
Qualifications of, 3134 
Reappointment of, 3135 
Record book, appointment of constables, 
3136 
Book, Clerk of Peace has custody, 3lis6 
Contents of, 3136 
Dismissal of constable. 3136 
Effect as evidence, 3136 
Inspection of, 3136 
Of appointments, 3136 
Of dismissals, 3136 
Construction, agreements with municipality 
3138 
Appeal to Board re, 3145 
Board to approve, 3145 
Contracts for, 3099 
For bringing materials, 3070 
General powers, 3044 
Implied provisions in agreements, 3152 
Limitation of actions, 3158 
Of time re, 3099 
Notice required re, 3145 
Of railways, powers re, 3045 
Power works, 3143 
Publication required re, 3145 
Rate of wages when subsidies, 3160 
Returns re cost, 3165 
Use of adjoining land during, 3074 
Of steam during, 3099 
When to commence, 3058 
Work on highway, 3090, 3092 
Contents, penalty for false representation 
of,3127 
Continuous carriage, prohibition against 
prevention of, 3125 
What to be deemed, 3124 
Contractors with company, not to be direC· 
tors, 3032 
With company, not to be provisional di-
rectors, 3032 
Contracts, employees' waiving rights, void, 
3159 
For construction, 3099 
For equipment, 3099 
Liability of directors re, 3032 
Of promoters re, 3032 
Of provisional directors re, 3032 
Limitation of interested parties, 3032 
Limiting carriers' liability, 3133 
Liability re express, 3116 
Prior to filing of plan, 3059 
Returns of, 3166 
Contravention, each day's, new offence, 3174 
Conveniences, for incline railways employ-
ees, 3149 
For street railways employees, 3149 
Conveyance, ::1042 
Conveyances of land, form of, 3176 
Of land, re~istrat ion of, 3176 
Sufficiency of, 3176 
Corporation, defined, 3131 
Corporations, defined, 313i 
Limitation of power to convey, 3059 
Costs, 3021 
County Court J udge, dismissal of constable 
by,3135 
Court Judge, reappoin tment of constable 
by,3135 
Defined, 3021 
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Couplers, requirements re, 3075 
Court of Appeal, appeal re order for addi-
tional cars, 3156 
Appeal re order for additional equipment 
3156 
Notice of appeal, 3156 
Creditors, action against shareholders when. 
3037 
Liability of shareholders to, 3037 
RAILWAY 
Reduction of, by insurance, 3098 
Right of action re electricity, 3142 
Death of arbitrator, appointment of new, 
3065 
Debentures. denominations, 3039 
I ntcrest on, 3039 
Issuance of, 3039 
Limit of, 3039 
When and where payable, 3039 
Righ ts prcsen-cd re preference stock. 1 Declaration, limiting carrier·s liability. 3133 
3038 Default, inspection does not reJie,·e com-
Crossing, cattle guards at higlnvay, 3087 pany re, 3159 
Crossings for farm purposes, 3086,3087 Defecti,·e machinery, company not to oper· 
Height of overhead railway, 3091 ate, 3160 
Inspection of, 3111 Demurrage. reg11lations of Board re. 3102 
J oint action re, 3095 
Order re, 3096 
Order for foot bridges at, 3091 
For repair of level, 3093 
Penalty for using when foot bridge, 3171 
Powers of Board re, 3091 
Provision for public safety at, 3092 
Rate of speed at certain, 3106 
Requirements repacking. 3083 
Signboards at level, 3093 
Variation of levels at, 3090 
Watchmen at, 3091 
Crown lands, restriction reuse, 3144 
Using of by company, 3047 
Cuh•erts, implied provisions in agreement. 
3153 
Notice of damage to, 3167 
Damages, animals at large, 3168 
Arbitration to determine. 306-~ 
Compensation by, 306+ 
For, 3047 
Date of ascertainment, 3062 
Fire caused by locomoth·e, 3098 
For neglect to forward traffic, 3050 
For refusal to forward traffic, 3050 
Limit re fire caused by locomotive, 3098 
Limitation of actions for continuing, 3159 
Of actions re, 3158 
Non-compliance re equipment, 3076 
Person injured, by animals, 3170 
Property of company injured by animals. 
3170 
Depots, limitation of expropriation, 3058 
Despatcher~, hours of labor, 3163 
Penally for intoxication on duty, 31i2 
Destruction of property, penalty for, 3171 
De,·iations, commencement of work re, 3058 
Filing of book of reference, 3057 
Of plan re, 3056 
or profile re, 3056 
From general location, 3054 
Of electric railway from highway, 31-16 
Of street railway from highway, 3146 
Sanction of Board, 3057 
Directors, agreements by, 30+9 
Appointment of officers, 3032 
By-laws re preference stock, 3037 
Calls by, 3033 
Casting \'Ole uy chairman, 3031 
Consent to transfer unpaid shares, 3034 
Contractors may not be, 3032 
Declaration of dividends by, 3038 
Deductions from dividends by, 3039 
Duties re accounts, 3033 
Re annual balance, 3033 
Elected at annual meeting, 3030 
Election of, 3028 
Of president by, 3031 
Of vice-president by, 3031 
Filling Board vacancies by, 3031 
Investment of resene fund, 3038 
Liability in certain cases, 3172 
Recontract, 3032 
:\Iajority. q11orum, 3030 
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Directors, cont'd 
Meeting for election of, 3028 
Re vacancies, 3031 
No quorum, meeting re vacancies, 3031 
Number stated in special Act, 3030 
Payment of dividends by, 3038 
Penalty for purchasing own stock, 3170 
For purchasing stock in other com-
panies, 3170 
Powers of majority of quorum, 3031 
Of quorum, 3031 
To employ managing director, 3032 
To make by-laws, 3032 
Regulations, 3032 
Rules,3032 
Provisional, 3026 
Qualifications of, 3030 
Remuneration of, 3032 
Reserve fund, 3038 
Retirement of officers, 3032 
Submission to shareholders, 3031 
Sureties may not be, 3032 
Tenure of office, 3028 
Term of office, 3031 
Vacancies in Board, 3030 
When Board acts as, 3155 
Majority British subjects, 3031 
Municipal head ex officio director, 3108 
Discrimination, agreements for, void, 3129, 
3130 
Board determining complaints, 3132 
Burden of proof re unjust, 3131 
Complaints re unjust, 3131 
Penalty for unjust, 3128 
Prohibited, 3119 
Re to lis, 3118 
Prohibition against, 3130 
Against undue, 3129 
What Board to consider, 3132 
When rates not deemed, 3133 
Unlawful, 3129,3130 
Disorderly conduct, passenger's removal for 
3136 
District Court Judge, dismissal of constable 
by,3135 
Reappointment of constable by, 3135 
Ditch, crossing railway, 3085 
Order re, 3086 
Plan and profile re, 3086 
Dividends, declaration of, 3038 
Deduction of arrears from, 3039 
P ayment from net profits, 3038 
Preference stock holders rights, 3038 
Not payable from capital, 3038 
On unpaid shares, 3038 
Not to impair capital, 3038 
Reserve fund, 3038 
Documents, certificate of registrar, 3056 
Copy as evidence, 3056 
Power of Board re production, 3166 
Production re returns, 3166 
Dominion Lines, joint action rc crossings, 
3095 
Lines, joint action re intersection, 3095 
J oint order re crossings, 3096 
Order re intersections, 3096 
Railways, intersecting with Ontario Rail-
way,3095 
Drainage, application by municipalities re, 
308'l 
Application by owner, re, 3084 
Approval of Board re, 3085 
Construction of drains, 3084 
Cost of, how borne, 3085 
How determined, 3085 
Duty to adjoining owners, 3084 
General laws apply to company, 3085 
Implied pro\'isions in agreement, 3153 
Injurious effect by, 3084 
Inspection of, 3111 
Order of Board re, 3084 
Powers of company rc drains, 3045 
Drains, restoration of condition, 3046 
Draw bars, height of, 3076 
Bridge, exception where safety devices, 
3104 
Penalty re, 3104 
Stopping of trains at, 3104 
Earning and expenditures, returns re, 3165 
Easements, powers of, electric railways re, 
3146 
Powers of street railway, re, 3146 
Ecclestiastical corporation, limitation nf 
power to convey, 3059 
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Electricity, right of act ion for damage; re, 
3142 
Electric Railu:ay Act, referred to, 3026 
Electric railways. acquiring land for parke. 
3143 
Acquiring rights of com·eying electricity. 
3144 
Additional powers of, 3143 
Agreement wi th municipality re high· 
way,3144 
Applica tion for autltority to operate. 30 13 
Approval of Board re work on highway. 
3148 
Ascertaining value, 3149 
Blowing of whistle, 3105 
By.}aw for fran chise requirements, 3145 
Of municipality re parks, 3143 
Certain agreements not affected, 3129 
Closing of, 30·14 
Cumpanm.:nl for motorman. 30i7 
Condi tions re radial railways, 3156 
Deviations from highway, 3146 
Duration of franchise, 3148 
Exclusive transmission franchise prohib· 
ited, 3146 
E'l:press traffic on, 3137 
E'l:tension of franchise, 3148 
Forfeiture for non·user, 3142 
Freight traffic on, 3137 
I lours of labour, 3141 
Of labour on Sunday, 3142 
Implied provis ions in agreements, 3152 
Interchange of traffic facilities for, 3130 
Interim authority to operate, 3043 
Limit of fares on, 3128 
:Municipal corporation assuming opera· 
tion, 3148 
Notice of intention to assume operallou, 
3149 
Obtaining authority to operate, 3043 
Open cars, construction of, 3082 
Operation on Sunday, 3139 
Penalty for not blowing whistle, 3105 
For not sounding gong, 3105 
For operation on Sunday, 3140 
For refusal to pay fare, 3103 
Powers reconstruct ion, 3137 
RAILWAY 
Re operation, 3137 
Production of electricity, 3143 
Protection of wires, pipes and cables, 
3142 
Pro,·isions specially applicable to, 3137 
Pupils' tickets on, 3128 
Purchase of supply of power, 3143 
Of water powers, 3143 
Purchaser without corporate powers, 
31»3 
Radials using tracks of, 3157 
Sanitary conveniences for passrn,!!er., 
3150 
Sounding of gong, 3105 
Stopping places on, 3082 
Terms re admission of other railways, 
3156 
Transfer of ownership in highways, 3151 
l..:se of electricity, 3143 
Of parks on Suncfny, 3143 
Of steam during construction, 3099 
When Board withholds permission, 3148 
Elect rolysis, protection from, 3142 
£levators, powers reconstruction, 3045 
Employees, badges, at station. 3102 
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Badges, on passenger trains, 3102 
By. Jaws, rules and regulations, 3109 
Contracts waiving rights, void, 3159 
Con,·eniences for, on incline railway~o, 
3149 
On street railways, 3149 
Copy of by.Jaws, rules and regulations, 
3110 
Di~missal by Bonrd after accident, 3167 
Examination of eyesight of, 3158 
Free carriage for, 3133 
Hours of labour. 3141,3163 
Not to work consecutive Sundays, 3142 
Obeying of regulations by, 3080 
Penalty for intoxication on duty, 3172 
For not giving signal, 3104 
For not stopping train, 3104 
For supplying liquor to, on du ty, 31i2 
Periodical examination for colour blind· 
ness, 3158 
Recovery of penalty re liquor, 31 i2 
Regulation of Board rc safety, 3018 
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Employees, cont'd 
Regulation of Board, re shelter, 3078 
When to olJey Board, 3155 
Engine driver, communication with conchcc· 
tor, 3075 
llours of labour, 3163 
F.ngineers, hours of lalJonr, 3163 
Payments to, in bonds, 3100 
In stocks, 3100 
Penalty for intoxication on duty, 3172 
Equipment of trains, dela>· granted by 
Board re, 3076 
Of trains, payment for in bonds, 3100 
Payment for in stocks, 3100 
Penalty for non-compliance, 3076 
Powers of Board re, 3079 
Purchased in Canada re subsidized line 
3161 
Requirements re, 3074 
Powers reconstruction, 3045 
Errors, effect of, 3054 
E'idence, certified copy of minutes as, 3030 
Constables' Record Book as, 3136 
Copy of book of reference as, 3056 
Of by-laws, rules and regulations as, 
3110 
Of mortgage as, 30<W 
Of plan as, 3056 
Of profile as, 3056 
Documents authorized, prima facie, 3110 
Notices of accidents as, 3167 
Noting absence as, 3033 
Ill ness as, 3033 
Ontario Gazette prima facie, 3051 
Returns of accidents as, 3167 
Examination on oath by Board, 3166 
Examiner of motormen, payment of, by 
company, 3158 
Of motormen, report of to Boar(), 3158 
Excursion tickets not undue preference, 
3133 
Execution of trusts, company under no duty 
re,303-1 
l'nsati~fied against company, 3037 
Executor, in;;pection does not relieve com· 
pany to, 3159 
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Limitation of power to convey, 3059 
Expectorating, by-laws, rules and regula-
tions, 3109 
Explosives, carrying of, 3103 
Company may refuse to carry, 3104 
P enalty re, 3104 
Express tolls, annual return re, 3117 
Tolls, approval of Board, 3116 
Approval of Board re tariff, 3115 
Board may define carriage by express, 
3116 
Contracts limiting liability, 3116 
Defined, 3021 
Disallowance of, 3115 
Form of annual returns re, 3117 
Tariffs filed with Board, 3116 
When not charged, 3116 
Traffic on electric railways, 3137 
On street railways, 3137 
Expropriation, additional land by, 3060 
By incline railways, 3146 
By street railways, 3146 
For depots, 3058 
For right of way, 3058 
For stat iOJls, 3058 
For yards, 3058 
Niagara Falls excepted, 3146 
Obtaining materials, 3070 
Stone, gravel, 3070 
Expulsion of passenger, no unnecessary 
force, 3102 
or passenger, on failure to pay fare, 3102 
Eyesight, examination of employees',3158 
False billing, 3127 
Classification, 3127 
Report of weight, 3127 
Representation of contents, 3127 
Returns, 3167 
Weighing, 3127 
Fares, additional cl1argc for parlour cars, 
3107 
Additional charge for ~leeping cars, 3107 
Collection from p~ssengers, 3102 
Expulsion on refusal to pay, 3102 
Fraudulent!)' evading, 3171 
Limit on electric railways, 3128 
Farm crossings. Board order for, 3086 
Duty of company re, 3086 
User to close gate~, 308i 
Inspection of, 3111 
No right of action re, 3169 
Owner lea,·ing gates open, 3169 
Fees, increase of capital, 3028 
Inspection of book of reference. 3055 
Of plan, 3055 
Of profile, 3055 
Fences, compensation re snow, 30i3 
Duty of company re, 3086 
Erection of snow, 30i3 
Exemption by Board, 3087 
Fencing approaches to structures, 3093 
Line adjoining highway, 3087 
Height, 3086 
Inspection of, 3111 
Nature of, 3087 
No right of action re, 3169 
On each side of railway, 3086 
Penalty, 3169 
Remo,al of snow, 3073 
Taking down without authori ty, 3169 
T urning of into cattle guards, 3087 
Fender~, on electric cars. 3149 
Electric cars on highways, 3149 
Penalty when not provided, 3149 
Regulat ions of Board re, 3078 
Tests of, 3149 
Fiduciary owner, com·eyance by, 3058 
Description of land of, 3062 
Disposition of purchase money, 30:>9 
Effect of sale by, 3059 
Exoneration of, 3059 
Order for invetitment of purchas~ m"ney. 
3059 
Fire guards, powers of Board re, 3099 
Guards, regulation of Board re, 30i8 
Insurable interest of company, 3099 
Liability for damage caused by loconw· 
tive, 3098 
Rangers, powers to foil ow fires, 30i9 
Regulations of Board re, 30i8 
Of Board re ret urns, 3078 
Regulations of Board re, 3078 
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Right of way free of inllammable matter, 
3098 
Safeguards against, 3076 
Fireman, hours of labour, 3163 
First general meeting. called by pro,·isional 
directors, 3028 
General meeting called by sub>criber!, 
3028 
Flume pipe, crossing railway, applil'ation 
re, 3085 
Fool bridge, order for, at cros~ings, 3091 
Penalty for n~ing crossing when, 3171 
Forfeiture for non-user, electric railways, 
3142 
For non-user, liability for expenses, 3143 
Lien for expenses, 3143 
Street railways, 3142 
Of shares, certificate of treasurer, 3036 
Effect of, 3035 
How enfori'Ptl, 3035 
Non-payment of calls, 3035 
Payment of arrears before sale. 3036 
Sale re, limitation. 3035 
Penalty not to exempt company froi:l, 
3174 
Form. of proxy, 3029 
Fractions of a milc,3120 
Of fi,c cents. 3120 
Pounds, 3120 
Franchise, prohibition of c'clusive trnn•-
mi>•ion, 3116 
Fr cij:;IH. accommotlation for. 3101 
By-law;_ rules and rcgulat ion!'. 3109 
Car. passengers riding in, 3103 
Po~ition of. 3103 
Change of l'la•-. 3120 
Cla•sification. 3119 
Inspection t>f. at office!', 3126 
Of at stations, 3126 
C.ullc<'tion nf toll•, 3lli 
Comperithc rarifT, 3121 
Duty of company re accommodation. 3101 
Equality of toll~. 3118 
fraction of a mile. 3120 
or five cent~. 3120 
Pounds, 3120 
General juri;;diction of Board, 3079 
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Freight, cont'd 
Leave to carry, line unopened to traffic, 
3113 
No tolls before approval of tariff, 3122 
Penalty for damaging, 3173 
Pooling prohibited, 3119 
Powers re transportation, 30~5 
Special tariff, 3121 
Standard tariff, 3121 
Subject to classification, 3119 
Tariff of tolls subject to classification, 
3119 
Tolls for, approval of Board,3115 
Traffic on electric railways, 3137 
On street railways, 3137 
Frogs, requirements re packing, 3083 
Fruit, uniform special rates re, 3119 
Gas pipes, powers re diversion, 3046 
Protection of, from electricity, 3142 
Gates at farm crossings, 3087 
Duty of company re, 3087 
User to close, 3087 
Exemptions by Board, 3087 
Nature, 3087 
No right of action re, 3169 
Owner leaving open, 3169 
Penalty, 3169 
Gauge, standard, unless otherwise ordered, 
3074 
General meeting, authority to sell forfeited 
shares, 3035 
Election of directors, 3028 
Forfeiture of shares declared at, 3035 
Gong, for head of train, 3077 
Penalty for not sounding, 3105 
Sounding at highway crossings, 3104 
On electric railway, 3105 
Within limits of municipality, 3105 
Goods,defined,3021 
Government, Railways Act not to apply to, 
3025 
Use of railway for mail, 3175 
Of railway for military forces, 3175 
Of right of way, 3175 
Of telegraph lines, 3175 
Of telephone lines, 3175 
Grades of roadbeds, implied provisions in 
agreements, 3154 
Grants, powers, re voluntary, 3044 
Guard wires, duty of company re, 3142 
Head office, annual meeting at, 3029 
Change of location of, 3026 
Location of, 3026 
l\fceting of provisional directors, 3027 
lleadway, required re bridges and tunnels, 
3088 
Heating, order of Board re incline railways, 
3081 
Order of Board re street railways, 3081 
Ileir, inspection docs not relieve company 
liability to, 3159 
I lighways, agreement rc use, 3144 
By-law for use of, 3090 
Compensation to owners adjoining, 3069 
Consent of municipality for use of, 3089 
Electric railway not to iuterfere with 
public, 3145 
Fencing line adjoining, 3087 
Highway, defined, 3021 
T nclination at, 3092 
Inspection of, 3111 
Kept open during construction, 3090 
Leave of Board for use of, 3089 
Liability of municipality saved, 3139 
Penalty for obstrncting, 3090 
Powers re diversion, 3045 
Purchase of additional land, 3060 
Railway permitted on, 3089 
Restoration of condition, 3046 
Signboards at crossings, 3093 
Sounding of bell at crossings, 3104 
Of gong at crossings, 3104 
Of whistle at crossings, 3104 
Street railway not to interfere with pub-
lic, 3145 
Train moving reversely, 3106 
Not to block, 3106 
Width of overhead crossings, 3091 
I lours of labour, agreement, effect on reg-
ulations, 3163 
Of labou~. Board regulations re. 3163 
Not on consecutive Sundays, 3142 
On electric railways. 3141 
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Hours of labour, cont'd 
On r:~ilway over 20 miles in length.3163 
On st reet railways, 3141 
Pcn:~lt y, re, 3142,3163 
Husband, inspection does not relie,·e com· 
pany to, 3159 
Immigrants, reduced rates for, 3133 
Subsidies re, 3160 
Implied pro\'isions, agreements with muni· 
cip3l corporation5, 3152 
Incline railway, application for authority 
to operate, 3043 
Railway, closing of, 30~ 
Interim authority to operate, 3043 
J urisdiction of Board o,·cr, 3080 
Of Board over company, 3079 
Obtaining authority to operate, 3043 
P urchaser without corporate powers. 
3043 
Reason for order enumerated, 3080 
Railways, Act applicaLie when so ex· 
pressed, 3025 
Additional lines ordered, 3081 
Application of certain sections to, 3026 
Board jurisdiction over, 3081 
Compartment for motorman, 3077 
Conveniences for employees. 3149 
Limitation of time forconstruction,3099 
Powers of expropriation, 3146 
Incre3Sf' of capit31, entry of proceedin(!s re. 
3028 
or capital, fees re, 3028 
Notice of meeting re, 3028 
Indemnity, limitation of actions rc, 3158 
I njurious effect, 3rbitration for, 3061 
Compensation for, 306-l, 3069 
From drainage, 3084 
Only one award for, 3069 
Injury, limitation of actions re, 3158 
No claim for, in certain cases, 3103 
Inspecting engineers. action of Bo3nl on 
report, 3114 
Appointment of by Board. 3111 
Defined, 3022 
Duties and power~. 3111 
Examination of line by, 3112 
RAILWAY 
Further inspection by, 3112 
:\otice to company by, 3114 
Penalty for obstructing, 3112 
In not carrying out instructions of, 
3111 
Powers of, 3ll4 
Prohibition of traffic pending repairs, 
3114 
Proof of authority of, 3111 
Report to Board by, 3112, 3114 
Inspection, competith·e freight tariffs. 3126 
Does not relieve company, 3159 
Not relieve default, 3159 
~lalfeasance, 3159 
~lisfeasancc, 3159 
1'\eglect, 3159 
Non·feasance, 3159 
Wrongful act, 3159 
Freight classification, 3126 
lnspectine PnginPPr forbidtlin~t operation, 
3114 
Joint tariffs, 3126 
Lea,·e of Bo3rd for opening line. ;)112 
Notice directing. 3126 
or mines, 3097, 3098 
or special tariffs, 3126 
Of standard tariffs, 3125 
Order of Board rc repairs, 3113 
Penalty for refusal of, 3098 
Railway out of repair, 3113 
Inspectors, certificate of, conch•·h·e. 3093 
Payment of, 3093 
In~trnctor (\£ motormen, certificate of, tQ 
Board, 31S8 
Insulators. penalty for shootiug at, 3173 
Insurable interest, re compensation for lo· 
comotive fire, 3099 
Insurance, no action against company re, 
3098 
Reduction of fire J:11nn~r, b~, 3098 
Interchange of traffic, agreements for, 3049 
Jntere~t. none on call~ in arrears. 3039 
Payment to ~han•holtlcr•. 3036 
Wben paid on •':Ills. 3018 
lnterlncking s;witch. 31 junninn nf railways, 
3094 
At~'' in:;! hrid:;!c. 3104 
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Interlocking switch, cont'd 
Use of, at grade crossings, 3105 
Intersecting railways, Board's po"·ers re, 
3095 
Joint action re, 3095 
Order re, 3096 
When one authorized by Dominion, 3095 
Intersections, implied provisions in agree-
ment, 3153 
Intoxicating liquor, penalty for intoxication 
on duty, 3172 
Penalty for supplying employee on duty, 
3172 
Recovery of penalty re, 3172 
Cnl:twfully opening, 3173 
Investigation, re accommodation, 3108 
Joint Board, memhership of, 3096 
Order, enforcement of, 3096 
Rule of Exchequer Court, 3096 
Tariffs, agreement re, 3124 
Apportionment of througl1 rate, 3125 
Filing, 3125 
With Doard, 3124 
For continuous carriage, 3124 
Names of companies in, 3124 
Open for inspection at ollice, 3126 
For inspection in freight s tations, 
3126 
Power of Board re, 3125 
Procedure wl1en no agreement, 312-~ 
Puhlication of, 3125 
J uuge, appl ica tion to, 3063 
Appointment of arbitrators by, 3063 
Defined, 3022 
Discretion re costs, 3067 
Procedure when interested, 3063 
Warrant of possession by, 3067 
Judicature Act, referred to, 3066 
Junction of Railways, Board's powers re. 3094 
Safety appliances at, 3094 
Justice of the Peace, jurisdiction of, 3135 
Labourers, rate of wages when subsidies, 
3160 
Land, acquisition for IJranch lines, 3072 
Acquisition for parks. 3143 
Fnr spurs, 3072 
Re material~, 30i0 
Additional, purchase of, 3060 
Arbitration to determine, 3064 
Compensation in place of, 3067 
Conveyance by fiduciary owners, 3058 
Excepts minerals, 3097 
Mines, 3097 
Defined, 3022 
Extent of, which may be taken, 3058 
Form of conveyance of, 3176 
Incline railways, powers of expropriation 
3146 
Judge's order conveying, 3058 
Limitation of power to com•ey, 3059 
Plan, profile and book of reference, 3054 
Possession, when company entitled, 3066 
Powers of entry upon, 3044 
Of surveying, 3044 
Reacquiring, 30f4 
Rc placing of railway, 3044 
Re voluntary grants, 3044 
Purchase of more than necessary, 30i3 
Registration of convc)•ance, 3176 
Rental charge as working expenditure, 
3060 
Ilow fixed, 3060 
When .paid for, 3060 
Returns re cost, 3165 
Sale of surplus, 3073 
Street railways, powers of expropriation, 
3146 
Time for acquiring, 305-l 
l'se of adjoining duting construction, 
3074 
· Of Crown land, 30-!7 
Of other companies·, 3047 
Warrant for possession, 3066 
Who may convey, 3058 
Legislative Assembly, free transportation of 
members, 3134 
Level cro~sin~s, sounding of whistle, 3104, 
3105 
Lien by. company for charges on goods, 3117 
By municipality for expenses, 3143 
When non-user, 3143 
Discharge of, 3072 
Penalties to be, 3174 
Re hranch lines, 3072 
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Lien, cont'd 
Re spurs, 3072 
Re subsidized railway. application of 
monies re, 3162 
Railway, enforcement of, 3162 
On failure re Board order to repair, 
3162 
Lieut.·Gov., appro1·al of inspectiug engine· 
crs, 31 11 
Declaration of population by. 31 H 
Limitation of actions. certain ca>e-> ex· 
empted, 3159 
Actions for cont inuiug damage, 3159 
For damages, 3158 
For indemnity, 3158 
For injuq•, 3158 
Resale of forfeited shares, 3035 
Lines, across railway. consent requireol. 
30l8 
Acroi~ rail war, order re. 30.1.9 
Plans of, 3048 
Rules and regnlat ions. 30-19 
Leave to cross other lines, 309-l 
Liquor. penalty for intoxication on tlnty. 
31i2 
Penalt)' for supplring employee on duty. 
3172 
Recovery of penalty re. 3172 
Loads, by law•. rules and regulation•, 3109 
Location of line. alteration of. 305l 
Of line. map ::-ho";ng. 3052 
Powers re, 30-H 
Of turn-outs implied provisions in agree· 
ments, 315.1. 
Of switches, implied pro1 is ion• in at:ree· 
ments, 315 1 
Locomoti,·e, hell, 30i'i 
Company not to opera te defccti1C, 3160 
Equipment required for. 3075, 3076 
Liahilit>' for fire caused by, 3096 
Oil cups. 3076 
Regulations re fire prel'ention. 3078 
Requirements for. 30Ti 
Whistle. 3077 
Lease, agreement~ for, 3051 
AJ>prol•al of shareholders, 3051 
Defined, 3022 
Publishing notice re, 3051 
Requirements re, 3051 
Returns of, 3166 
Sanction of Board, 3051 
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Legislature, application by purchaser to, 
30-l-l 
Lessee, liability in certain cases, 3172 
Le1·cl cros•ings, examination of, 3093 
Inspector's certificate re repair. 3093 
Xotice to repair. 3093 
Order for repair, 3093 
Repairing of. 3093 
Safetr appliances at, 309-l 
Signals at. 3105 
Linbilitie~. returns re. 3165 
.\!ail•, ohligation to carry. 31 iS 
Regulation of time for connections, 3101 
:\[alfeasance. inspection docs not relie,·e 
company re. 3159 
:\[anagement. br-la"~• rult'~ and regulations 
3109 
:\Ianager. di~mi~;al of conotable b)'. 3135 
Reappointment of con-table hy, 3135 
\Ianaging director. power' of dirt'Cl<>rs re, 
3032 
Director. security of. 3032 
.\lap. contents of. 3052 
General location of line. 3052 
Scale of, 3052 
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\laps, approval of Boartl. 3053 
Change and alteration•. 30:>.3 
Contents of. 3053 
Filing" ith Boartl. 3053 
:\laterial~ for conotruction of hranclt lines, 
3070 
Cnnstruction of conduit•. 30i0 
Of water pipes, 3070 
On land acquired. 3070 
Provision. applicabl~. 3070 
Re expropriation. 3070 
Replans and de$cription•. 30i0 
\lechanics. rate of wage•, when subsidies, 
3160 
:\[eeting;;, calling when no d1rcctors, 3031 
Calling when no quorum of directors, 3031 
Casting I'Ote by chairman, 3031 
For increa;c of capital, 302R 
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Meetings, cont'd 
General, for electing directors, 3028 
Majority to go"ern, 3030 
Notice of, 3029 
Of provisional directors, 3027 
Secretary's notice of, 3030 
Special, 3029 
The annual meeting, 3029 
Members of Legislature, free transportation 
for, 3134 
Of Parliament, free carriage for, 3133 
Mileage tickets, not undue preference, 3133 
Military forces, obligation to carry, 3175 
Milk, uniform special rates re, 3119 
Mines and minerals, company entitled, for 
constructjon, 3097 
Company not entitled to all minerals, 3097 
Compensation re. 3097 
Inspection of mines, 3097,.0098 
Mines protected, 3096 
Operation with le:~vc of Board, 3096 
Penalty for refusing access,3098 
Powers of Doard re, 3097 
Prohibition against mining, 3097 
:'llinute book, certified copy as evidence, 
3030 
.l\lisfeasance, inspection docs not relie,•e 
company re, 3159 
Mortgage, charge on revenue, 3041 
Mortgages, assets excepted to be specified, 
304{) 
Copy as evidence, 3040 
Depositing with Board, 3040 
Enforcement of, 3042 
No registration required, 3C40 
Notice of, 304{) 
Power to make. 3040 
Ranking of, 3040 
To secure bonds, 3040 
Motive power, powers re \lse of, 304.'5 
Motor busses, operation by city or town. 
3139 
l\fotorman, communication with conductor, 
3075 
Hours of labour, 3163 
Of labour on street railways, 3163 
Penalty for intoxication on duty. 3172 
:\fotorman's compartment, admittance re· 
· stricted, 3077 
Power of Board to modify, 3077 
Provision for, 3077 
l\fotormen, certificate of instructor, 3158 
Compartment for protection,3077 
Examination of applicants, 3157 
Protection from exposure, 3077 
Training of, 3158 
Vestibule for protection, 3077 
Municipal Act, referred to, 3108,3141 
Municip:~l bonuses, municipal head, ex of· 
ficio director, 3108 
Corporations, adjustment of terms by 
Board, 3147 
Agreement, 3163 
Reuse of highway, 3144 
Agreements for construction on high-
ways, 3137 
For operation on highways, 3137 
With company, 3138 
With renewal, 3157 
Allowing radials to enter limits, 3157 
Alternative right of, 3147 
Appeal re Board orders, 3156 
To Board reconstruction, 3145 
Application rebranch lines,3073 
Re spurs, 3073 
To Board re terms, 3147 
Assent of directors re disposal of 
stock, 3108 
Dy-law rc pa1ks, 3143 
Compensation allowing radials to enter 
3157 
Connection with company lines, 3048 
Con~ent, 3081 
Consent to use of highways, 3089 
Costs of appeal to Board, 3145 
0£ branch I ines, 3073 
Of spurs, 3073 
Effect of previous franchise on, 3138 
Enforcement of agreements, 3156 
Of Board orders, 3156 
Implied provisions in agreements, 3152 
Municipal street railways, 3138 
Notice re by-laws. 3145 
Objectors to be heanl Ly council, 3145 
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~·tunicipal corporations, cont'd 
Operating s treet railway, 3146 
Railway compensation, 3147 
Position, 3147 
Operation of motor husses by, 3139 
On default of franchise, 3139 
Power to operate extensions, 3139 
Publication rc br-lm•·s, 3145 
Right to take over railway saved, 3157 
Right and liabilities re railways, 3139 
Transferring railway to company. 3147 
Municipal Franchises Act, referred to, 3145, 
3148 
Navigable waters, obstruction of, 30-16 
Navig:ttion, company not to interfere with, 
3046 
Exception where safety devices, 3104 
Stopping train at draw bridge, 3104 
At swing bridge, 3104 
Neglect. inspection does not reJie,·e com-
pan)" re, 3159 
Negotiable instrument, binding nature and 
presumption, 3042 
Borrowing on, 3042 
Not payable to bearer, 3042 
Seal unnecessary, 3024 
Niagara Falls, pro,·isions re expropriation 
excepted, 3146 
Non-feasance, inspection does not reli~'e 
company re, 3159 
Non-residents, rights of, as shareholders, 
3037 
Notice board, at stations, 3100 
Board, further changes on, 3100 
Penalty re, 3100 
Time overdue trains expected on, 3100 
Conductor's authority re, 3137 
Directing attention to tariffs, 3123 
General meeting re directors' election, 
3028 
Limiting carriers'liability, 3133 
~feeling re increase of capital, 3028 
Of council's intention, impl ied provisions 
in agreements, 3154 
Evidence re, 3029 
How given, 3029 
RAILWAY 
Re increase of capital, 3028 
Of mortgages in Ontario Ca;eue, 3040 
To owuer, certificate of surveyor accom· 
panying, 3062 
Declaration re compensation. 3062 
Re damages. 3062 
Improper, 3065 
Name o£ arbitrator, 3062 
l\ew, 3065 
Powers to be exerc ised, 3062 
Publication of, 3063 
Sened on owner, 3062 
Notices, defacing of, 3171 
Of accidents, admissible as evidence. 3167 
Penalty for interfering with, 3173 
Nuisances, by-laws, rules and regulations, 
3109 
Oath, examination by Board on, 3166 
Of office, railway constables, 3134 
Re annual returns. 3163 
Swearing of stenographer, 306.+ 
Verification (I{ returns of accidents, 316-t 
Obscene language, passenger'3 remo,·al for. 
3136 
Obstructing railway authorities, 3171 
Offences, departure from tariffs, 3128 
Departure from tolls, 3128 
Officers, appointment of, 3032 
By-laws, rules and regulations, 3109 
Copy of by-laws, rules and rej!ulations. 
3110 
Failure to obsene inspecting engineer's 
instructions, 3111 
Liability in certain cases, 31 i2 
Offence, deemed company·s, 3174 
Penalty for obstructing,3171 
Powers of directors re, 3032 
Retirement, 3032 
Security of. 3032 
When Board acts as, 3155 
Oil caps, requirements re, 3076 
Oiling. requirements re, 30i6 
One man car, opera tion of, Board appro,·a!, 
3151 
Of deposit , publication of, 3061 
Of meeting, contents of. 3029 
Election of director~. 3028 1 Ontario :'\[unicipal Board; ~ee Board 
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Ontario Municipal Boarcl Acr, referred to, 
3081,3111 
Ontario Railway Act, 1906, referred to, 
3026 
Open cars, construction and arrangement 
of,3082 
Regulations of 13oard re, 30i8 
Operation, accommodat ion for traffic, 3101 
Board may enjoin, 3113 
l\lay refuse , 3112 
By-laws, rules and regulations, 3109 
Exception where safety devices, 3104 
Hauling of parlour cars, 3107 
Of sleeping cars, 3107 
Inspecting engineer may forbid, 3114 
Limitation of actions, 3158 
.Moving reversely in cities, 3106 
Obstruction of highway crossing, 3106 
Of railways, powers re construction, 3045 
Powers re, 3045 
Regular trains on schedule, 3100 
Regulation of time for connections, 3101 
Re branch lines, 3073 
Re spurs, 3073 
Station regulations, 3107 
Stopping train at draw bridge, 310-l 
At swing bridge, 3104 
Trains crossing highways, 3104 
Order, for converance of Janel, 30S8 
For payment into Court, 3068 
Im·estment of pmchase money, 3059 
Orders, appeal from Board, 3156 
Appeal from Board, refusal to make. 3156 
Application of, 3079 
Enforcement Ly Board, 3156 
Re additional cars, 3156 
·Equipment, 3156 
Joint order of Boards, 3096 
Overdue train, procedure re, 3100 
Overhead crossings, headway from smface 
of highway, 3091 
Width of highway at, 3091 
Owner, construction for business of. 3072 
Defined, 3022 
Deposit of cost re branch lines. 3072 
Re spurs, 3072 
Notice served on, 3062 
Procedure when absent, 3063 
When unknown, 3063 
Rebate on tolls to, 3072 
Packages, 13oard order for opening, 3127 
Packing, Board regulations re, 3083 
Requirements re, 3083 
What to consist of, 3083 
Parent, inspection does not relieve com-
panyto,3159 
Parks, municipal by-law re, 3143 
Powers of electric railways re, 3143 
Of street railways re, 3143 
Usc of, on Sunday, 3144 
1 Parlour cars, addit ional charge for, 3107 
Contracts for haul ing, 3107 
Liabi lity of company re, 3107 
Passenger cars, position of, 3103 
Passengers, by-laws, rules and regulations, 
3109 
CoHection of fares from. 3102 
Conductor's power of removal, 3136 
Expulsion on failure to pay fares, 3102 
Fraudulently evading fares, 3171 
Not to carry dangerous goods, 3103 
Carry eXJ>Iosives, 3103 
Stand on side stcpF, 3083 
Penalty, 3083 
Powers re transportation, 3045 
R iJing on baggage car, 3103 
On freight car, 3103 
On platform. 3103 
Sanitary com·eniences for, 3150 
Passes, when company may grant, 3133 
Patrol, regulations of lloard re, 3078 
Pay as you enter ~ystem, approval of de-
sign of car, 3150 
Penalty for use of car, 3150 
Payment into Court, adjudication on claim!', 
3068 
Adjustment of compensation, 3068 
Costs by whom payable, 3068 
Interest as compensation, 3069 
Notice of, contents, 3068 
Publication, 3068 
Return of interest to company, 3068 
Title of property on, 3068 
When made. 3067 
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Penalties, preference of, o\'er securities, 3041 
Penalty, action by Allorney General, 3079 
Aiding and abetting contravention, 3114 
.-\nimals trespassing, 3169,3170 
Application of, 3175 
Carrying by express, 3117 
Contracts waiving rights of employees. 
3159 
Contra\'ention of orders, 3126, 3127 
Defacing notices, 3171 
Destruction of property, 3171 
Employing employees with defecth·e eye· 
sight, 3158 
False billing. 3127 
Cla:;sification, 3127 
Report of weight, 3121 
Representation of content, 3127 
Weighing, 3127 
Failure to observe, inspecting engineer's 
instructiom, 3111 
To supply additional cars, 3156 
Additional equipment, 3156 
For irregular opening of line, 3113 
For neglect to forward traffic, 3050 
For obHructing highway, 3090 
For refusal to forward traffic, 3050 
For trespassing, 3171 
Fraudulently e\'ading fares, 3171 
Interfering with electric works, 3173 
With notices, 3li3 
Lea\'e of Board re prosecution for, 311-+ 
Leaving gates open. 3169 
:\laking fahe returns, 3167 
Non-compliance re equipment, 3016 
With Board order. 3114 
\\.ith order re rolling stock. 3113 
Non· protection of conductors, 3077 
Of motormen, 3077 
Not supplying sanitary conveniences, 3150 
Obstructing inspecting engineer, 3112 
Railway authorities, 3171 
Operation on Sunday, 3 140 
Pa:>5engers standing on side steps, 301.)~~ 
Penalties, a first charge, 3174 
A first lien, 3174 
Prosecution for, leave rer)uired. 317-1 
Provi;ion for by regulations. 3079 
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Reemployment of aliens, 3161 
Re explosives, 310-t. 
Re hours of labour, 3142,3163 
Re notice board, 3100 
Repurchasing of stock, 31 iO 
Re signboards, 3093 
Retrain mo,·ing re,·ersely, 3100 
Recovery of, 3174 
Repurchasing stock, 3170 
Refusal to make returns, 3166 
To pay fare, 3103 
Refusing access to mine, 3098 
Taking down fen ces, 3169 
Train blocking highway, 3107 
Unjust discrimination. 3128 
Unlawful erections, 3172 
:\[aintenance, 3172 
Operations, 3172 
t'nlawfully opening freight. 3173 
Lse of pay as you enter car, 3150 
Using cros~ing when foot bridge, 31 I 1 
Walking on tracks, 3170 
Where no other penalty. 3172 
Perishable goods, disposal of. 3151 
\'otice of sale for tolls, 3118 
Sale of for tolls, 3118 
Uniform special rates for, 3119 
Perpetual debenture stock, denominations, 
3039 
Interest on. 3039 
hsuance of, 3039 
Limit of. 3039 
\lortgage securing, 30-10 
\'i'hen and where payable, 3039 
Per:;onal representative, inspection does not 
relieve company to, 3159 
Persons, damage;, re injury by animals. 
3170 
Pipes, protection of from electricity, 3142 
Plan, certificate of correction, 3055 
Certificate of registrar, 3056 
Certification of, 3056 
Copy as evidence, 3056 
Correcting errors in. 3055 
Defined,3022 
Depositing with Board. 305-t. 
Effect of depositing. 3062 
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Plan, cont'cl 
Filing rc additional land, 3061 
Re completed line, 3056 
Re deviat ion, 3057 
For branch line, 3070 
How prepared, 3056 
Inspection of, 3055 
Notice of deposit, 3061 
Re additional land, 3060 
Registration, 3054 
Sanction of Hoard, 3054 
When Board ref uses sanction, 3057 
\Vorks crossing railway, 3006 
Plans, approval of Boaru, 3053 
Change and alterations, 3053 
Contents, 3052, 3053 
Filing with Boaru, 3053 
General location of railway, 3052 
Rebranch lines, 3071 
Re construction, altering hy Doard, 3089 
Scale of, 3052 
Standard, rules anu regulations re, 3049 
Pooling, prohibited, 3119 
Power, powers of electric railways re, 3143 
Powers of street railways re, 3143 
Prohibition of exclusive transmission 
franchise, 3146 
Powers of company, acquiring property, 
3044 
. \Jtering wires, 3046 
Works.3046 
Bonuses, 30-14 
Branch railways, 3045 
Building and equipment, 3045 
Construction of railway, 3045 
Crossing and connecting other lines, 3045 
Diversion of drains, 3046 
Of highways, 3045 
Of water pipes, 30-16 
Of waterways, 3045 
Drains anrl conduits, 3046 
Entry upon lanc.l, 3044 
General, 3046 
Operation of railway, 3045 
Placing of railway, 3044 
Re compensation for damages, 3047 
Removal of trees, 30·15 
Restoration of condition, 3046 
Substituting works, 3046 
Surveying land, 3044 
Transporta tion of freight, 3045 
Of passengers, 3045 
Tunnels and other works, 3045 
Voluntary grants, 3044 
Preference stock, approval of Board, 3037 
By-law for issuing, 3037 
Rights and liabilities of holders, 3038 
Of creditors preserved, 3038 
Sanction required, 3037 
Special rights of holders, 3037 
President, election of, 3031 
Noting absence of, 3033 
Ill ness of, 3033 
Tenure of office, 3031 
Press, free carriage for, 3133 
Profile, certificate of correction, 3055 
Certificate of registrar, 3056 
Certification of, 3056 
Contents of, 3053 
Copy as evidence, 3056 
Correcting errors in, 3055 
Depositing with Hoard, 3054 
Effect o£ depositing, 3062 
Filing, of completed line, 3056 
Re additional land, 3061 
Re deviations, 3057 
For branch line, 3070 
How prepared 3056 
Inspection of, 3055 
Notice of deposit, 3061 
Re additional land, 3060 
Rebranch lines, 3071 
Re construction, altering by Board, 3089 
Registration, 3054 
Sanction of Board, 3054 
When Board ref uses sanction, 3057 
Works crossing railway, 3086 
Promissory note, Linding nature and pre· 
sumpt ion, 3042 
Dorrowing on, 3042 
Not payable to bearer, 3042 
Sea] unnecessary, 3042 
Promoter, eontractor may not be, 3032 
Liability rc contra<'t. 3032 
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Promoter, cont'd 
Payments to in bonds, 3100 
In stocks, 3100 
Surety may not be, 3032 
Property, returns re cost, 3165 
Prospectors,defined,3160 
Subsidies re, 3160 
Provincial parks, fares on railways in, 3129 
Secretary, application of monies re sub-
sidized railway, 3162 
Application to Board re subsidized 
railway, 3162 
To operate raiJway, 3043 
Extension of order to operate, 30.J-l 
Interim authority to operate, 3043 
Lien re subsidized railway, 3162 
Provisional director, contractor may not be. 
3032 
Liability re contract, 3032 
Surety may not be, 3032 
Directors, allotment of stock by, 302i 
Changes in board of, 3027 
Deposit of money by, 3027 
Exclusion of subscribers, 3027 
General meeting called by, 3028 
:\Ieetings of, 3027 
Named in Special Act, 3026 
Power of, 3026, 3027 
Quorum of, 3026 
Resolution, re subscription. 302i 
Tenure of office, 3026 
Proxy. form of appointment. 3029 
:\lust be shareholder, 3030 
Qualification, 3030 
Shareholders' voting by, 3029 
Validity of \'Ole by. 3030 
Public land. using of by company, 304i 
Parks, restriction reuse. 3144 
Public utilities, application of Act to, 3026 
Consent of municipality, 3081 
Jurisdiction of Board re equipment, 3082 
Public Vehicle Act, referred to, 3139 
Pupils' tickets, fares on electric railway, 
3128 
Purchase money, effect of payment, 3059 
Payment into Court, 3059 
RAILWAY 
Purchaser, application for authority to 
operate, 3043 
Application to Legislature for incorpor-
ation, 3043 
Defined,3042 
Effect of authorization to operate, 3013 
Interim authority to operate, 3043 
Obtaining au thority to operate, 3043 
Radial railways, admission, effect of exist-
ing agreements, 3156 
Admission in cities or towns, 3156 
Condition of operation in cities or towns, 
3156 
Franchise to, limit of, 3157 
Grant of franchise to, 3157 
Interchange of traffic, facilities for, 3130 
Use of tracks of other railways, 3157 
When conditions re street railways appli-
cable, 3157 
Rails, implied pro,·isions in, agreement; 3152 
1 Railway Act of Ontario, referred to, 3026 
Railway, closing of, 3044 
Dcfined,3022,3096 
Jurisdiction of Board over company, 3079 
On highway, apportionment of costs, re, 
3092 
Compensation for. 3090. 3092 
Apportionment of costs re, 3092 
Depositing of plan for, 3090 
Of profile for, 3090 
Details approved by Board, 3091 
Powers of Board re. 3090 
Regulations of Board, 3091 
Supervision of, 3091 
Watchmen, employment of. 3090 
Rate ~r toll, defined, 3023, 3024 
Receipts, issued by Board for company, 
3155 
Recei\'er. liability in certain cases, 3172 
Record book, of constables, 3136 
Rector~, limitation of power to convey, 
3059 
Register, change of location of head office, 
3026 
Registrar. defined, 3022 
Of Deeds. defined. 3022 
1 Registry Office, defined, 3022 
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negistry, cont'd 
Office, deposit of book of reference in. 
3061 
Deposit of plan in, 3061 
Of plan of completed railway, 3056 
Of profile, in, 3061 
Deposits re branch lines, 3071 
Filing re deviations, 3057 
Registration of Board order, 3162 
Offices, depositing book of reference in. 
3054 
Depositing certificate of correction in. 
3055 
Plans in, 3054 
Profile in, 3054 
Duties of registrars, 3055 
Regulations, application of, 3079 
By Board, 3077 
Copies furnished to Board,316-l: 
Limiting carriers' liability 3133 
Penalties br, 3079 
Penalty for contravention, 3173 
Re hours of labour, 3163 
Re powers of directors, 3032 
See also BY·LAWS, RULES 
Remuneration of directors, 3032 
Rentals, charged as working expenditure. 
~060 
How fixed, 3060 
When parties cannot sell, 3060 
Repair of roadway, implied pro,•isions in 
agreement, 3152 
Repairs. order of Board rc, 3113 
Prohihition of traffic pending, 3114 
Re level crossings, 3093 
Reserve fund, formation of, 3038 
Investment of, 3038 
Purpose of, 3038 
Retirement, annual allowance on, 3032 
Of officers, 3032 
Return of accidents, additional, may be re-
quired, 3164 
Contents of, 3164 
Period included in, 3161 
Vcrifietl by oath. 316 ~ 
Returns. assets and liabilities, 3165 
Bonds, 316:> 
Bonuses, 3165 
Consideration for bonds, 3165 
For issued stock, 3165 
Construction cost, 3165 
Contracts, 3166 
Earnings and expenditures, 3165 
Generally, 3166 
Inquiries re, 3166 
Leases, 3166 
Of accidents, form of, 3165 
In duplicate to Board, 3164 
When admissible as evidence, 3167 
Penalty for making false, 3167 
For refusal to make, 3166 
Powers of Board re evidence, rc, 3166 
Production of documents re, 3166 
Property cost, 3165 
Re fire-rangers, 3078 
Secured liabilities, 3165 
Stock issued, 316.) 
Right of public usc of track allowances, 
3154 
Of 'way, contract for, 3099 
Damages by animals, 3168 
To animals, 3168 
Limitation of expropriation, 3058 
Payment for in bonds, 3100 
In paid-up stock, 3100 
Removal of inAammable matter, 3098 
Use of, for transmission of power, 3175 
Rights of way. inspection of. 3111 
Saving of. 3052 
Ri\'ers aud streams, powers rc diversion. 
3045 
Restoration of condition, 30.t6 
Rights to take bed of, 3047 
Roadbeds, repairs and improvements to, 
3080 
Rolling stock, Board may condemn, 3113 
By-law re mode of mo\'ing. 3108 
Re speed of moving, 3108 
Defined, 3022 
Equipment required for, 3075,3076 
Inspecting engineer may forbitl u,;e, 3114 
Inspection of, 3111 
Lien for expenses, 3143 
Where non-user. 31-13 
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Rolling stock, cont'd 
Payments for in bonds, 3100 
In stocks, 3100 
Penalty for non-compliance with order, 
3113 
Powers re purchase, 30-!5 
Regulations of Board re, 3078 
Rules, see also BY·LAWS, !lECULATIO~s 
Copies furnished to Board, 3164 
General, by Board, 3049 
Lines across railway, 3049 
Of practice by chairman, 3096 
Of procedure by chairman, 3096 
Penalty for contravention, 3173 
Powers of directors re, 3032 
Wires across railway, 3049 
Running boards, requirements re. 3076 
Rights, agreements for, 3049 
Sale, agreements for, 3051 
Approval of shareholders, 3051 
For tolls, application of proceeds, 3118 
Application of surplus, 3118 
Limitation of claim for surplus, 3118 
Surplus, when paid to province, 3118 
Of forfcited shares, applicat ion of sur· 
plus, 3036 
Authority for, 3035 
Irregularity not to affect purchaser, 
3036 
Limitation re, 3035 
Payment of arrears before, 3036 
Purchaser, no duty re purchase money, 
3036 
Who may purchase, 3036 
Publishing notice re, 3051 
Requirements re, 3051 
Sanction of Board, 3051 
Sanitary convenience:;, co:;t of pro,·iding. 
3150 
For employees, 3150 
For passengers, 3150 
Location of, 3150 
Order for site, 3150 
Penalty for not supplying, 3150 
When open to public, 3150 
Schedule, conveyance of land, 3176 
Form of, 3176 
RAILWAY 
Regist ration of, 3176 
School trustees, limitation of power to con· 
vey, 3059 
Secretary, defined, 3022 
Notice by, 3030 
Securities, mortgage securing. 3040 
Power of issuing continuing. 3039 
Limited, 30.t0 
Powers of holders, 3040 
Under mortgage, action through trustee, 
3041 
Appointment of proxies, 30·H 
Denominations, 3039 
Holders rank pro rata, 30H 
Interest on, 3039 
Issuance of, 3039 
Limit on, 3039 
Limitations on right to vote, 3041 
:\lode of trans£ er, 30.t2 
Preferential charge of, 3041 
Rights of holders on default, 3041 
To vote, 3041 
When and where payable. 3039 
Security of manager, 3032 
Of offic<'rs, 3032 
Senators, free carriage for, 3133 
Sen ice, improvement of 3081 
Settlers defined, 3160 
Reduced rates for. 3133 
Subsidies re, 3160 
Severance, com pens at ion to mine owners 
for, 3097 
Shareholders, account of names of, 3037 
Action by creditors when, 3037 
Annual meeting. 3029 
Approval re increase of capital, 3028 
To amalgamation, 3051 
To lease, 3051 
To sale, 3051 
Assent re payment in bonds, 3100 
In stocks, 3100 
Consent re agreements. 3050 
Effect of forfeiture, of shares, 3035 
Inspection of account of, 3037 
Liability for calls, 3033 
To creditors, 3037 
:'\[ajority ,·ote to govern. 3030 
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Shareholders, cont'd 
May purchase forfeited shares, 3036 
Payment of interest to, 3036 
Right to pay calls in advance, 3036 
Rights of aliens as, 3037 
Of non-residents as, 3037 
Special meetings, 3029 
Submission of directors to,3031 
Sur plus on sale of forfeited share~, 3036 
Votes according to shares, 3029 
\'oting by proxy, 3029 
Shares, allocation by provisional directors. 
3027 
Calls on, 3033 
Certificate of proprietorship re, 3035 
Deemed personal estate, 3034 
Exclusion of subscribers by di rectors. 
3027 
Forfeiture on non-payment of calls, 3035 
I low transfer regulated, 3034 
Liability of shareholders, 3:>33 
Notice of calls, 3033 
Sale of forfeited, Jimitatioas, 3035 
Proceeds,3036 
Subscription when binding. 3027 
Transferrable on company boo kg, 303-~ 
Transmission of, 3034 
Unpaid, transfer of, 3034 
Sheriff, powers re warrant of possession. 
3066 
Shunting. across highway, tim<' limit, 3107 
Side steps, passengers not to stand on. 
3082,3083 
Contracts for hauling, 3107 
Liability of company re, 3107 
Smoking, by-laws, rules and regulations, 
3109 
Snow and ice, protection from, 3060 
Snow fences, compensation re, 3073 
Fences, erection of, 3073 
Removal of, 3073 
l mpHed provisions in agreement, 3153 
Purchase of additional land re, 3060 
Removal of, on Sunday, 3142 
Special Act, Act incorporated with, 3025 
Act, amount of calls stated in, 3033 
Amount of capital stated in, 3027 
Defined, 3023 
Exceptions in, 3025 
Number of directors stated in, 3030 
Provisional directors named in, 3026 
P rovisions in, override Act. 3026 
Freight tariffs, Board regulations re, 3122 
Effect of filing with Board, 3122 
Filed with Board, 3122 
Open for inspection at office, 3126 
For inspection at station, 3126 
P ublication of, 3122 
What specified in, 3121 
:'lleetings, business transacted at, 3029 
:\feelings called by directors, 3029 
Called by shareholders, 3029 
Place for holding, 3029 
Passenger tariffs, date and period of, 3124 
Effect of filinj!, 3124 
Filed with Board, 3123 
Penalty re passengers standing on, 3083 No toll hefore filinl!, 312-l 
Siding, inspection of, 3111 
Signalman, hours of labour, 3163 
Penalty for intoxication on duty, 3172 
Signals, crossing draw hridge. 3104 
Crossing highways, 3105 
Other lines, 3105 
Swing bridge, 310-~ 
Penalty for not giving, 3104 
Regulations of Board re, 3079 
Signboards, at crossings on highways, 3093 
Penalty re, 3093 
Requirements re, 3093 
Sleeping cars, additional charge for, 3107 
Open for inspection at office, 3126 
Inspection at station, 3126 
Publication of, 3123 
What specified in, 3123 
Rates, notice of, filed with Board, 3134 
When allowed, 3134 
Specificators, standard, rules and regula-
tions re. 3019 
Specific works, ordered br Board, 3102 
Speed, implied pro,•isions in agreement, 
3153 
I 
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In cities, towns and villages, 3106 
Rate at certain crossing~. 3106 
Speed, cont'd 
Regulations of Board re, 30ii 
Spurs, application by ~!unicipal Corpora-
tion, 3073 
Board order re, 3072 
Bringing materials for construction, 30i0 
Construction of, to industry, 30i2 
Lien re, and discharge, 3072 
Limitation reuse, 3070 
Owner to deposit cost, 3012 
Provision applicable, 30i3 
Regulations of operation, 3072, 30i3 
Standard Freight Tariffs, approval of Board 
required, 3121 
Open for inspection at office, 3125 
For inspection at stat ion, 3125 
Publication of, 3121 
What specified in, 3121 
Passenger tariffs approval of Board re· 
qui red, 3123 
Filed with Board, 3123 
No toll before approval, 3123 
Open for inspection at office, 3125 
Inspection at station, 3125 
Publication of. 3123 
What specified in, 3123 
Station agents, penalty for intoxication on 
duty, 31i2 
Board's approval relocation, 3108 
Investigation of accommodation, 3108 
1\o discontinuance without leave, 310& 
Stations, accommodation at, 3107 
Inspection of, 3111 
Limitation of expropriation, 3058 
Location nppro,·ed by Board, 3107 
Xotice board at, 3100 
Penalty for trespassing, 3171 
Posting by-laws, rules and regulations, 
3110 
Steam railways, sanitary com·eniences for 
passengers, 3150 
Use of during construction on electric 
line,3099 
StenogTapher, expenses of. 3064 
Swearing of, 301H 
Stock, acquisition of each share, 31i0 
Payments in. 3100 
RAILWAY 
Penalty re purchasing of, 31 TO 
Returns re, 3165 
Stopping places on electric railways, 3082 
On incline railways, 3081 
On street railways, 3081 
Strett RaiiKay Act, referred to, 3026 
Street railway, application for authority 
to operate, 30 ~3 
Raih,ay. closing of, 30-1-t 
Corporation may transfer to company, 
3147 
Defined, 3023 
Interim authority to operate, 30-!3 
Jurisdiction of Board o,·er, 3080 
O'er Company. 3079 
~lunicipal corporation assuming, 3147 
Obtaining authority to operate, 3043 
Penalty for refusal to pay fare, 3103 
Purcha;;er without corporate powers, 
3043 
Reasons for order enumerated, 3080 
Railw·ay~. acquiring l~d for parks, 31-13 
Acquiring rights of conveying electric· 
ity, 3144 
.\ct applicable when so exprc~sed, 3025 
.\dditionallines ordered, 3081 
Po,~ers of, 3143 
Agreement with municipality re high-
way, 314-l 
Re interchange of traffic, 3050 
\pplication of cenain section" to. 3026 
Board jurisdiction o,·er, 3081 
!\lay take orer, 3155 
Jh-la\1 for franchise requirement,:. 3145 
. or municipality re parks, 3l•l3 
B' -la"·s ~obJeCt to franchi~e. 3110 
cil\· or 10\~n mar operate, 3138 
Co~partmrnt for motorman, 3077 
Condition; re radial railways, 3156 
Co"'·eniences for employees, 3149 
Deviation from highway, 31<16 
Duration of franchise, 3146 
Enforcement of agreements, 3155 
E"tclu"i"e transmi~ion franchise pro-
hibited, 3146 
Express traffic on, 3137 
Forfeiture for non-user, 3142 
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Street railways, cont'd 
Freight traffic on, 3137 
Hours of labour, 3141, 3163 
On Sunday, 3142 
Interchange of traffic facilities for, 3130 
Limitation of time for construction, 
3099 
Municipal corporation assuming, 3146 
Operation on Sunday, 3139 
Penalty for operation on Sunday, 3140 
Perishable goods left on, 3151 
Position of company acquiring, 3148 
Powers of expropriation, 3146 
Reconstruction, 3137 
Re operation, 3137 
Production of electrici ty, 3143 
Provisions specially applicable to, 3137 
Purchase of water powers, 3143 
Supply of power, 3143 
Radials using tracks of 3157 
Regulations subject to franchise, 3110 
Rules subject to franchise, 3110 
Terms re admission of other railways, 
3156 
Unclaimed goods left on, 3151 
Use of electricity, 3143 
Of parks on Sunday, 3143 
When Board withholds permission, 3148 
Conditions applicable ~o radials, 3157. 
Subsidies, appl ication of monies re lien, 
3162 
Application of Provincial Secretary 3162 
Board order re subsidized railway, 3162 
Conditions re toll to prospectors, 3160 
Re tolls to settlers, 3160 
Current wages paid, 3161 
Default reconditions, 3161 
Lien re,3162 
Penalty for employment of alien, 3161 
Purchase of supplies in Canada, 3161 
Railway receiving, must be efficient, 3162 
Securing payment of fair wages, 3160 
When employment of aHen prohibited, 
3161 
Railway receiving must be safe, 3162 
Subway, compensation to owners adjoining, 
3069 
S ummary Convictions Act, referred to, 
3077, 3079, 3093, 3100, 3103, 3104, 
3105, 3106, 3107, 3109, 3111, 3112, 
3114, 3140, 3154, 3166, 3170, 3171, 
3172, 3173 
Sunday, agreement not to operate, 3141 
Conductors' penalty for operation, 3140 
Electric railways, operation on, 3139 
Hours of labour on electric railways, 
3142 
On street railways, 3142 
Operation in city of 15,000, 3141 
Penalty for operation violation, 3140 
Street railways, operation on, 3139 
Use of parks on, 3144 
Vote of electors re operation on, 3141 
Superintendent, dismissal of constable by, 
3135 
Reappointment of constable by, 3135 
Supervision of municipal engineer, implied 
provisions in agreements, 3154 
Surety for contractors, not to be director, 
3032 
Not to be provisional director, 3032 
Swing bridge, exception where safety de-
vices, 3104 
Penalty re, 3104 
Stopping of trains at, 3104 
Switches, repairs and improvements to, 
3080 
Requirements repacking, 3083 
Switchman, penalty for intoxication on 
duty, 3172 
Taking up street by municipality implied 
provisions in agreement, 3153 
Tariffs, amendment by Board, 3120 
Approval of Board required, 3115 
By-laws authorizing, 3115 
Commencement by Board, 3120 
Consolidation and re-issue, 3120 
Departure from, 3128 
Disallowance by Board, 3120 
Equality of rates, 3118 
Express tolls, 3115 
Forms of, 3120 
Free, when permissable, 3133 
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Tariffs, cont'd 
Freight classification, 3119 
Competitive, 3121 
Special, 3121 
Standard, 3121 
J oint , continuous carriage, 312-l 
Open for inspection, 3125 
Passenger, special, 3123 
Standard 3123 
Power of Board republication, 3126 
Publication of, 3115 
Reduced, when permissible, 3133 
Substitution for, by Board, 3120 
Telegraph and telephone lines, across rail· 
way, consent re, 3048 
And telephone lines approval required, 
3048 
Crown may require exclusive use, 3li5 
General rules and regulations, 3049 
Inspection of, 3111 
Power to operate, 3048 
Powers re diversion, 3016 
To construct, 3048 
Protection of, 3142 
Useof,3048 
Operators. pennlty for intoxication ou 
duty,3172 
Telegraph Companies Act, rtf erred to, 00-48 
Terminals, repairs and impro\·ements to, 
3080 
Terminating debenture stock, denomina· 
tions, 3039 
Interest on, 3039 
Issuance of, 3039 
Limit of, 3039 
Mortgage securing, 3040 
When and where payable, 3039 
Termini, line not to exter~d beyond, 3057 
Time schedule, regular trains to run by, 3100 
Tables, by-laws, rules and regulations re. 
3109 
Toll,defined,3160 
Or rate, defined, 3023, 3024 
Tolls, agreement re division, 3049 
Apportionment, land and water, 3132 
Approval of Board required, 3115 
By-laws authorizing, 3115 
RAILWAY 
Classificationof £rcight, 3119 
Collection from passengers, 3102 
Of,3117 
Departure from, 3128 
Discrimination prohibited, 3118, 3119 
Expulsion, refusal to pay, 3102 
For long and short hauls, 3119 
Form of tariff, 3120 
Pa>·ment of, 3101 
Penaltr for contravention of orders, 3126, 
3127 
Pooling prohibited, 3119 
Provisions re, extend to b'ridge company, 
3025 
Extend to tunnel company, 3025 
To water traffic. 3025 
Publication of tariff, 3115 
Rebate to owner re branch lines, 3072 
Re spurs, 3072 
Regulation of Board for further, 3127 
Rights of company re, 3118 
Sale of goods for, 3118 
Of perishable goods for, 3118 
Securities, charge on, 3041 
Seizure of goods for, 3118 
Uniform special rates for perishable goods 
3119 
When decreased, 3119 
Tracks, bringing materials for construction, 
3070 
Gauge of, 3074 
Inspection of, 3111 
Lea\·e to cross other tracks. 309-l 
Limitation reuse, 3070 
Penalty for walking on, 3170 
Prohibition against walking on, 3li0 
Repairs and impro\·ements to, 3080 
Traffic, accommodation for, 3101 
Agreements, division of tolls, 3049 
For discrimination \'Oid, 3130 
For interchange, 3049 
For preference \·oid, 3130 
Annual returns re, 3163 
Application to open line, 3112 
Br-laws, rules and regulations, 3109 
Complaints determined by Board, 3050 
Contiguous electric lines in cities, 3130 
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Traffic, cont'd 
Defined, 3024 
Discrimination, burden of proof, 3131 
Duty of company re accommodation, 3101 
Facilities for, duty of company, 3129, 3130 
Free tariff, when permissible, 3133 
Interchange of, duty of company, 3129. 
3130 
Of facilities for, 3130 
When Board decision re, 3050 
Penalty for neglect to forward, 3050 
For refusal to forward, 30j0 
Reduced tariff, when permissible. 3133 
Regulation, when Board decision re, 3050 
Regulations of Board. general, 3132 
Re advantage, 3132 
Re discrimination, 3132 
Re preference, 3132 
Specific. 3132 
Street rail ways, 3050 
Tariff, when approved conclusive. 3132 
Umlue discrimination. 3129 
Preference, 3129 
Burden of proof, 3131 
Train, defined, 3024 
Evading fares on, 3171 
Exception where safety devices, 3104 
Moving reversely along highways, 3106 
Over highways, 3106 
Penalty re, 3106 
Not to block highway, 3106 
Penalty for not stopping, 3104 
Run according to time schedule, 3100 
Speed in cities, 3106 
Stopping at draw bridge, 3104 
Swing bridge, 3104 
Trainman, hours of labour, 3163 
Trains, requirements re equipment, 3074 
Transfer of shares, directors' consent re 
unpaid shares, 3034 
How regulated, 3034 
On company's books, 3034 
Transmission of shares, requirements for. 
3034 
Transportation, general jurisdict ion of 
Board re, 3079 
Repairs and improvements re, 3080 
Trees, powers re removal. 3045 
Trespassing, no right of action for animals, 
3169 
Penalty for, 3171 
Animals, 3169 
Upon stations and cars, 3171 
Walking on tracks, 3170 
Trestles, Board's approval re, 3088 
Penalty for unlawful erection, 3172 
Maintenance, 3172 
Operation, 3172 
Trustee, liability in certain cases, 3172 
Trusts. company, no duty re execution, 3034 
Tunnel companies, application of provis· 
ions re tolls. 3025 
Compensation to owners adjoining, 3069 
Crossing railway, 3085 
Notice of damage to, 3167 
Or der re, 3086 
Plan and profile re, 3086 
Tunnels, alterations of, 3088 
Headway required. 3088 
Inspection of, 3111 
Penalt)• for improper construction, 3088 
For unlawful erection, 3172 
~Iaintenance, 3172 
Operation, 31i2 
Powers reconstruction, 3045 
When not owned by company, 3088 
Unclaimed goods, application of proceeds, 
3118 
Application of surplus, 3118 
Disposal of non-perishable, 3151 
Of perishable, 3151 
Notice of sale of, 3118 
Notification of owner, 3151 
Places of deposit, 3151 
Sale of, 3118 
Undertaking, 3024 
Undue preference, agreements for, void, 
3129,3130 
Board determining complaints, 3132 
Burden of proof re, 3131 
Certain matters not to const itu te, 3133 
Company not to grant, 3129 
Complaints re, 3131 
Unlawful, when. 3129 
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Undue preference, cont'd 
What Board to consider.3132 
Vessels, agreement re interchange of traf-
fic,3049 
When carriage by, deemed continuous, 
3124 
Vestibules, non-compliance with req.Jirc-
mcnts re, 3077 
Protection of conductors, 3077 
Of motormen, 3077 
Regulations of Board re, 3078 
Viaducts, Board's approval re, 3088 
Notice of damage to, 3167 
Penalty for unlawful erection, 3172 
For unlawful maintenance, 3172 
Operation, 3172 
Vice-president, election of, 3031 
Noting absence of, 3033 
Illness of 3033 
Tenure of office, 3031 
Yote, application of Municipal Ace, 3Hl 
Of electors re Sunday operation, 3141 
\' oting, according to shareholding, 3029 
By proxy, 3029 
Wages, Board decision re, 3160 
Current, to be paid, 3161 
Deduction from subsidy, 3161 
Enforcement of, 3161 
Rate of, when subsidies, 3160 
Warehouse receipt , binding nature and pre-
sumption, 3042 
Borrowing on, 3042 
Not payable to bearer, 3042 
Seal unnecessary, 3042 
Warrant of possession, costs of appl ication, 
3067 
Deposit of compensation, 3067 
Issuance of, 3066 
Notice for, before award, 3067 
Powers of sheriff, 3066 
When granted before award, 3067 
Watchmen, order for at crossings, 3091 
Order for employment of, 3090 · 
Water pipe, for bringing materials, 3010 
Powers to alter position, 3046 
Protection of, from electricity, 3142 
Restoration of condition, 3046 
RAILWAY FIRE CHARGE 
\V aterways, powers re diversion, 30-15 
Weight, penalty for false report of, 3127 
Penalty for false weighing, 3127 
Whan·es, powers re construction, 30-t::; 
Whistle, for head of train, 3077 
For locomotive, 3077 
Sounding at highway crossings, 3104 
Within limits of municipality, 3105 
Whistles, regulations of Board re, 3078 
Wife, inspection does not relieve company 
liabilitr to, 3159 
Wire, crossing railway, 3085 
Order re, 3086 
Plan and profile re, 3086 
Wires across railway, Board order re, 3049 
Across railway consent required, 3018 
Plans of, 3048 
Rules and regulations, 3049 
When order unn~cessary, 3049 
Lien for expenses, 3143 
Penalty for interfering with, 3li3 
Powers to alter position, 30-16 
Protection of, 3142 
Restoration of condition, 3046 
Working expenditure, annual returns re, 
3163 
Defined,3024,3025 
Preference of over secUiities, 30.U 
Rentals charged as, 3060 
Workmen, rate of wages, when subsidie~. 
3160 
Works, commencement of, 3058 
Inspection of, 3111 
Penalty for injuring, 3171 
Fnr unlawful erection, 3172 
Maintenance. 3172 
Operation of, 3172 
Wrongful act, inspection does not relieve 
com pan)' re, 3159 
Yards. limitation on expropriation, 3058 
RAILWAY FIRE CHARGE 
Action, reco,·cry of charge by, 4220 
1 Agricultural lands exempt from annual 
charge,4220 
:\:!nual charjl:e, for protection. amount of, 
4219 
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Annual, cont'd 
Charge may be proportioned by l\linister 
between owner and tenant, 4219 
When payable, 4219 
Protection charge, by whom payable, 4219 
Arrear::, fodeiture of lands on non-payment, 
4221 
On payment of, l\Iinister may cancel for-
feiture, 4221 
To hear interest, 4220 
Be published, 4221 
Ccrt ificate of forfeiture, 4221 
Of forfeiture, registration cf, 4221 
Charge, limit of amount, 4219 
Notice of, 4220 
Recovery of, 4219 
Collc<'tor, defined, 4219 
Regulations re, 4222 
Whom to include, 4220 
Collector's roll, 4220 
Odects in certifkate of forfei ture, effect of. 
4221 
Exemption~. of agricultural lard~. 42.20 
Of annual charge to whom granted, 4220 
Forfeiture, C'ancellation of, on payment of 
arrears, 4221 
No action lies to set aside, 4221 
Not ice of, 4221 
On non-payment of chargt', 4221 
Valid not withstanding defects, 4221 
Form, as prescribed by regulations, 4221 
General notice, how given, 4220 
Interest payable on charge in arrears, 4220 
Lands forfeiture for non-payn:ent of charge 
4220 
:l l inister decision final re right to exemp-
tion,4220 
Dr fined, 4219 
Power to grant exemption, 4221 
To cert ify certificate of forfeiture, 4221 
Fix proportion of annual charl!C paid br 
owner and tenant , 4219 
:-\rwspaper, general notice to appear in, 4220 
Notice of forfeiture, 4221 
To describe lands, 4221 
When given, 4220 
Owner, liability of, 4219 
:\lay apply for exemption of chaq;es, 4220 
Of railway lands to pay annual protec· 
t ion charge, 4219 
Regulations requiring returns by, 4222 
Railways lands, defined, 4219 
Registration of certificate of forfeiture, 4221 
Regulations, powers of makinl,!, 4221 
Roll, preparation by collector, 4220 
Tenant,defined,4219 
Liability of, 4219 
:\lay apply for exemptions of charges, 
4220 
Of railway lands to pay annual protection 
charge, 4219 
Re:;ulations requiring returns by, 4222 
REAL ESTATE; see REAL ESTATE BROKERS; 
REAL PROPERTY 
RE.-\L ESTATES BROKERS; see also 
STATUTI: OF FRAUDS 
Accountant, examination of records by, 2627 
Accounts, failure to keep, 2630 
Act, expenses of administration, 2634. 
Action, not to lie against commission, 2633 
Registradon required before, 2631 
Address, not ice of change of, 2631 
To be stated in application, 2624 
Administra tion, expenses of, 2634 
Advisory Board, consultation with, 2632 
Affidavit. verification of information by. 
2625 
Application, address to be stated, 2624 
How to be made, 2624 
Refund on refusal, 2626 
Refusal by Commission, 2625 
Upon new or other material, 2626 
Arrest warrant issued in another province, 
2634 
Bank, direction by Commission to, 2628 
Trades by, 2624 
Bankruptcy Act (Canada), referred to, 2624, 
2628,2629 
Bankruptcy, bond forfeited, 2629 
Effect on bond, 2630 
Barrister, trades by, 2624 
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Bond, amount of, 2625 
Assignment of, 2630 
Forfeiture of, 2629 
Form of, for broker, 2635 
Form prescribed by Registrar, 2625 
Increase may be required, 2625 
To accompany application, 2624 
Books, failure to keep, 2630 
Particulars of trades in, 2630 
Broker, financial statement to be filed, 2630 
Forfeiture of bond, 2629 
Form of bond for, 2635 
Rt:gistration certificate to be displayed, 
2630 
Representation to resell, 2631 
Suspension or cancellation of registra-
tion, 2625 
Certificate of registration, displaying of, 
2630 
Commission, acting no as persona desig-
nata, 2632, 3633 
Action against, 2633 
Action for, 2631 
Appointment of accountants, 2627 
Approval of bond by, 2625 
Collection of costs, 2633 
Consent to institution of proceedings, 
2632 
Consultation with Advisory Board, 2632 
Costs of investigation, 2633 
Court may not review order, 2626 
Dc6ned,2621 
Direction from, 2628 
Evidence receivable before, 2632 
Examination by, 2627 
Fraud includes false statement to, 2621 
Funds may be held, 2628 
Information may be required by, 2625 
Notice to Master of Titles, 2628, 2629 
To Registrar of Deeds, 2628, 2629 
Powers concerning registration, 2625 
Procedure before, 2627 
Securities may be held, 2628 
Companies Act, Commission may proceed 
under, 2630 
Referred to, 2624, 2628, 2630 
Company defined, 2621 
Direction by Commission to, 2628 
REAL ESTATE BROKERS 
:\ew official of, requires permission, 2623 
Penalties, 2632 
!legist ration by Commission, 2623 
Constable, prisoner in transit, 263--1-
Costs, collection by Commission, 2633 
Court, application re funds or security, 2628 
~fay not review order of Commission. 2626 
Creditors, bond may be assigned to, 2630 
Criminal offence, bond forfeited, 2629 
Direction, application to Court for, 2628 
Employer, consent to salesman trading, 
2631 
Employment, notice of change of 
Termination of, 2631 
/:,'vidence Act, referred to, 2627 
E,·idence. cli~closure of. 2628 
EfT cct of ref usa I, 2627 
Privilege on investigation, 2627 
Refusal to give, 2627 
What is receivable as, 2632 
Examination, failure to attend for, 2627 
Powers of Commission on, 2628 
F:xpenses, Audit Act, referred to, 2634 
Fees, amount of, 2626 
Deposit by Registrar, 2626 
Refunds to be made, 2626 
Schedule of, 2626 
To accompany application. 2624 
Financial statement, filing of, 2630 
Regulations for filing, 2633 
Forfeiture, assignment of bond, 2630 
When applieci, 2629 
Furms, application to be upon, 2624 
Bond,2635 
Endorsement on warran t, 2637 
Instructions, 2635 
Surety hond, 2636 
Fraud, what to include, 2621 
Fraudulent act const itutes an offence. 2632 
Forfeiture of bond, 2629 
Funds, release by Commission, 2628 
Information, disclosure of, 2628 
Failure to furni sh, 2627 
Non-disclosure, 2627 
Regulations for supplying, 2633 
Interpretation, 2621 
Investigation, Commission may order, 2627 
Directions by Commission pending, 2628 
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Investigation, cont'd 
Documents on, 2627 
Evidence on, 2627 
Funds held pending, 2628 
Notice to Master of Titles pending, 2628, 
2629 
To Registrar of Deeds pending 2628, 
2629 
Powers on, 2627 
Privilege on, 2627 
Procedure on, 2627 
Records on, 2627 
Securities held pending, 2628 
Witnesses on, 2627 
Judge, direction as to funds or security, 
2628 
Judgment, on finding of fraud, 2629 
I udicature Act, Commission may proceed 
under, 2630 
Referred to, 2624, 2628 
Judicial sales, regi~tration not required, 
2624 
Lands, notice may be revoked, 2628, 2629 
Notice to Master of Titles, 2628, 2629 
To Registrar of Deeds, 2628, 2629 
Registration of notice, 2628, 2629 
Legal process, service of, 2624 
Loan, Trust or Insurance Company, trades 
by, 2624 
Magistrate, conviction for offence under 
Act, 2627 
Warrant issued in another province, 263'4 
:\'laster of Titles, notice by Commission to 
2628,2629 
Mining property, trades in, 2624 
Monies, powers of Commission respecting, 
2628 
Notice, effect of registration, 2628, 2629 
Revocation or modification, 2629 
Service of, 2624 
Offence, acting for unregistered partner· 
$hip, 2623 
Basis for conviction, 2627 
Change of address. 2631 
Of employment, 2631 
Disclosure of information, 2628 
Failure to keep books, etc., 2630 
Financial statement not filed, 2630 
Fraudulent act constitutes, 2629 
Penalties for, 2632 
Registration certificate to be displayed, 
2630 
Regulations for defining, 2633 
Salesman trading for other brokers, 2631 
Selling unless registered, 2623 
Time limitation, 2632 
Trading without registration, 2623 
Official, defined, 2622 
New, to obtain permission, 2623 
Ontario Gazette, publication of regulation9, 
2634 
Orders, Commission may issue, 2625 
Further application notwithstanding, 2626 
Not subject to review by Courts, 2625 
Owner, isolated trade for, 2624 
Partnership, new member requires permis-
sion, 2623 
Registration by Commission, 2623 
Penalties, extent of, 2632 
Increase where company, 2632 
Regulations for imposing, 2633 
Person, defined, 2622 
Trading prohibited unless registered, 2623 
P rescribed, defined, 2622 
Prisoner, arrest under warrant, 2634 
Right to hold or rearrest, 2634 
Proceedings Bankruptcy Act (Canada), re· 
(erred to, 2630 
Consent of Commission required, 2632 
Judicature Act, referred to, 2630 
Not to lie against Commission, 2633 
Time for, 2632 
P rnperty, isolated trade of, 2624 
Tracle by assignee, custodian, 2624 
Trades by banks, 2624 
Real estate, broker, company registration 
as, 2623 
Broker,defined,2622 
Partnership or company registration. 
2623 
Registration as, 2623 
Required, 2623 
Regulations for trading in, 2633 
Representation to resell, 2631 
What to include, 2622 
Receiver, appointment hy Commission, 2630 
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Record!, exnmination by accountant. 2627 
Failure to keep, 2630 
Particulars of trades in, 2630 
Production for Commission, 262i 
Refunds, to be made by Registrar, 2626 
1\egist rar, consult at ion with Advisory Board. 
2632 
Defined, 2622 
Fees deposited daily. 2626 
Financial statement to be filed with. 2630 
Information may be required by. 262:i 
J~sue of certificate by, 2625 
Xotice on termination of emplo}nent. 
2631 
Of Deeds. notice by Commi--ion to. 
2628,2629 
Permission for new official. 2623 
Re~istration. by partnership or company 
2623 
Certificate from Registrar. 2625 
Changes in bu~iness, 2631 
Exemptions from. 2624 
Expiration of. 2625 
Fee for. 2626 
Refusal by Commission, 2625 
Required before bringing action. 2631 
For partnership. 2623 
Requirements for, 2625 
Suspension of, 2631 
Or cnncellation, 2625 
To compl)• with Act, 2623 
When not required. 2624 
flc~tulations defined, 2622 
Enactment and amendment, 2633 
For arlministration of Act. 2634 
For defining offenc~. 2633 
For filinsr financial statements. 2633 
For ~upplying information, 2633 
For trading in real estate. 2633 
Generally, 2631 
Remuneration. action for, 2631 
Resale, representation forbidden, 26~1 
Salesman. address changed. 2631 
l.hanJ!e of employer. 2631 
Oefincd,2622 
Forfeiture of bono, 2629 
Registration required. 262~ 
Representation to resell, 2631 
REAL PROPERTY 
Suspension or cancellation of registra· 
tion, 2625 
Trading for other brokers, 2631 
Securities, powers of Commisoion re, 2628 
Release by Commission, 2628 
Solicitor, trades by, 2624 
Summary Cont•ictions Act, referred to, 2632 
Surety, form of bond for. 2636 
Time, expiration of regi•tration. 26:25 
For deJi,·ery of bond, 2625 
Limitation of. 2632 
Trade. by new official with permi .... ion. 2623 
By partnership or company, 2623 
Defined, 2623 
Particular-; to be kept, 2630 
Trade>. exemption from rc~btration. 262 ~ 
Tradin::. defined, 2623 
Trust company, direction by Commission 
to,2628 
Trustee. appointment by Commission. 2630 
Bond may be a~~i{!"ned to, 2630 
Tr:td('s by. 262 ~ 
Warrant. endor~ement thereon, 2631 
Execution of. 263-t 
T·~uerl in another province. 2634 
Winding·up Act (Cannda), referred to, 
2624,2628,2630 
Winding-up proceedings, bond forfdterl. 
2629 
Witnesses, Commission may compel attend-
ance.2627 
RE \L PROPERTY: •t'(' ACCIDE'ITAL FIRES: 
ACCU\Il LATtO:\~; ALIE;-i<:' REAL PROP-
ERTY: A~SESS\U,:\T; CO~\'EYAI(CI:'IC 
A:o>D LAW Of' PROPERTY; DEVOLUTION 
Of' ESTATES; ESCHEATS; ESTATES 
TAIL; FRAUDllLE'IT CONVEYANCES: 
1:-iDUSTRIAL A:'iO '11:>11:-iC LA'IDS CO,I-
PE:'(SATIO:o>; I:'(FA:>ITS; LI~IITATIO:>IS: 
)JORTC.~CE~; )IORT\IAtN AND CIIARIT· 
ARLE USES; PARTtTIO'I; PETTY TRES· 
PASS; POWERS OF ATTOR'IEY; PROP-
ERTY AI(D CIVIL RtCHTS; REAL ESTATE 
BROKERS; SIIORT FOR\IS OF C0:'(\'E\'-
.4:'(CES; SHORT FOR\tS Of' LEASES; 
!'IIORT f'OR~IS Of' )IORTCACES; STATUTE 
nF FRAUDS 
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RECIPROCAL ENFORCEMENT OF JUDGMENTS 
RECIPROCAL ENrORCE~IENT OF 
JUDG~IENTS; see also JUDICATURE 
Act, application of, 1548 
Applies Ontario and Alberta, 1549 
Ontario and British Columbia, 1549 
Ontario and New Brunswick, 1549 
Ontario and Saskatchewan, 1549 
Effect of, 1549 
Application, for registration, 1547 
Of Act, 1548 
Alberta, Act applies to, 1549 
British Columbia, Act applies to, 1549 
Certified copy of judgment, to be filed, 1547 
Conditions, reregistration, 1547 
Costs, recovery of, 1548 
Court powers, exercised by judge, 1546 
Court rules, providing for, 1548 
Effect of Act, judgment creditor's rights. 
1549 
Exemplification of judgment, to be filed, 
1547 
Ex parte registration, notice to judgment 
debtor, 1548 
Setting aside, time for, 1548 
Judgment, application for registration. 15'n 
Creditor, defined, 1546 
Rights of preserved, 1549 
Debtor defined, 1546 
Notice reregistration, 1548 
Sale of property without notice, 1548 
When to receive notice, 15·!7 
Defined, 1546 
Filing of certified copy, 15·n 
Exemplification, 1547 
Notice of application for registration, 1547 
Obtained out of Ontario, 15% 
Registration of, 1546 
When not registered, 1547 
New Brunswick, Act applies to, 1549 
Non·registration of judgment, ii judgment 
debtor has good defence, 151-7 
Judgment against public policy, 1547 
Judgment debtor entitled to appeal, 1547 
Not duly served, 1547 
Without jurisdiction of original court. 
1547 
Judgment obtained by fraud, 1547 
Original court without jurisdiction, 1547 
Where appeal pending, 1547 
Notice of application, for registration when 
given, 1547 
Ex Parte registration, to judgment debtor, 
1548 
Order in Council, enlarging. application of 
Act by, 1549 
~lay be varied, 1549 
Original court, defined, 1546 
Powers of court, exercised by judge, 1546 
Procedure, on registration of judgment, 1547 
Registered judgment, registering court's jur-
isdiction, 1548 
Same as judgment in registering court, 
1548 
Registering court, defined, 1546 
Registration of judgment, application for, 
1547 
Conditions affectng, 1547 
Conditions re, 1547 
Effect of, 1547, 1548 
Order for filed, 1547 
Procedure on, 1547 
Time limitation, 15-!6 
With cler~, 1547 
With registrar, 1547 
Rules of court, provicling for, 1548 
Sale, effect of where no notice, 1548 
Saskatchewan, Act applies to, 1549 
Setting aside, ex parte registration, 1548 
Grounds, 1548 
Supreme Court, registration of 'j udgment in, 
1546 
Taxation of costs re registered judgment, 
1548 
RECOGNIZANCE; see ESTREATS ; HICH· 
\VA Y TRAFFIC 
REFEREE; see ARBITRATION; JUDICATURE; 
MUNICIPAL DRAINACE; NATURAL CAS 
CONSERVATION; QU!ETINC TITLES; 
SOLICITOR 
REFORESTATION; see couNTIES REFOR· 
£STATION 
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REFORMATORIES FOR FE)lALES: see County, defined, 4761 
ANDREIV MERCER REFOR:I.IATORY ; Credit, arrangement rc reformatory indus· 
FEMALE REFUGES 
REF'OR.MATORY; sec also ANDfiEW m:n-
CER REFORMATORY; COROi'IERS; EXTRA· 
MURAL EMPWYMENT OF PERSONS UN· 
DER SENTENCE; FE~IAL£ REFUGES; 
GAOLS; INDUSTRIAL FARliS; INDUS· 
TRIAL SCHOOLS; PUBLIC INSTITUTIO NS 
INSPECTION; TRAI NING SCHOOLS 
Accountant, appointment of, 4761 
Certifying of vouchers, 4766 
Regulations re, 4761 
Security by, 4763 
Administration, custodial branch, 4763 
Divided into two branches, 4763 
Industrial branch, 4763 
Bailiff, deJi,•ery of prisoner to, 4762 
Rt.>nuwal of prisoner by, 4762 
Rank account, for industries deposits in. 
4765 
For industries, how dealt with, 4765 
Payment yearly of balance, 4766 
Board of Parole, history of prisoner, 4i64 
Bursar, appointment of, 4761 
Cheques on industries account, 4765 
Regulations re, 4761 
Security by, 4763 
Cheques, bursar to sign, 4765 
Director of industries signs. 4765 
Industries account, how signed, 4765 
l nspectcr to countersign, 4765 
)linister to countersign, 4765 
Voucher attached to, 4765 
Classification of inmates, regulations re, 
4761 
Clothing of inmates, regulations rc, 4761 
Cocaine, prohibition and penalty rc. 4763 
Committal, copy of, re removal of prisoner, 
4762 
Conduct, record of prisoners', 476-1 
Contagious disease, prisoner suffering, 4761 
Contracts, in corporate name of inspector, 
4765 
Inspector not to be interested in, 4763 
Correction of inmates, regulations re, 4761 
tries account, 4765 
Custodial branch, administration by super· 
intendent, 4763 
Diet of inmates regulations re, 4761 
Director of industries, administration of in· 
dustrial branch, 4763 
Appointment of, 4761 
Cheques on industries account, 4765 
Regulations re, 4761 
Security by, 3163 
Discharge, deferred when prisoner ill, 476-l 
Imprisonment expiring on Sunday, 4764 
Discipline of inmates, regulations re, 4761 
Disease, prisoner suffering, 476-l 
Drugs, prohibition and penalty re, 4763 
Emolument, officers not to take, 4763 
Cmployment of inmates, regulations re, 4761 
Out~ide reformatory, 4764 
Farming, limit of land for, 4765 
Procuring land for, 4i65 
Fee, officers not to take, 4i63 
Gaols, transfer from reformatory, 4i62 
Transfer to reformatory, 4762 
Goods, wares and merchandise contract> 
for, 4765 
Gratuity, officers not to take, 4763 
Illness, prisoner not discharged during. 
476-t 
Indeterminate sentences, minimum and 
maximum, 4i61 
Industrial branch, administration by direc-
tor of industries, 4i63 
Farm, removal to reformatory, 4762 
School, removal to reformatory, 4762 
T ndustries auditing accounts of, 4766 
Special account for, 4765 
Infectious disease, prisoner suffering, 476-l 
Inspector, contracts in corporate name, 4765 
Countersigning cheques on industries ac· 
count,4765 
Dealing in corporate name, 4765 
Defined,4i61 
No interest in contracts, 4763 
Recommmending removal of employees, 
4761 
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Inspector, cont'd 
Recommending removal of officers, 4761 
Regulations re employment outside re-
formatory, 4764 
Suspension of officers by, 4761 
Transfer of prisoners on warrant of. 
4762 
Instruction of inmates, regulations re, 4761 
Labour, beneficial, for prisoners, 4764 
Contracts re prisoners', 4765 
Employment outside reformatory, 4764 
Furnishing means for, 4763 
Regulations re, 4761 
Lieut-.Gov., appointments hy, 4761 
Maintenance of reformatories by, 4761 
Providing land for farm purposes, 4765 
Regulations by, 4761 
Sanction of extramural employment, 4764 
Liquor Control Act, referred to, 4763 
Liquor, prohibi tion and penalty re, 1763 
Maintenance of inmates, regulations re, 
4761 
.\[inister, countersigning cheques on indus-
tries account, 4765 
Credit arranged by, 4765 
Defined, 4761 
Opening reformatory industries account, 
4765 
l\[orphin, prohibition and penalty re, 4763 
Narcotics, prohibition and penalty re. 4763 
Officers, appointment of, 4761 
No dealing with prisoners, 4763 
No interest in contracts, 4i63 
Not to take fee, gratuity, emolument, 
4763 
Pay to cease during suspension, 4761 
Regulations re, 4761 
Removal of, 4761 
Security by certain, 4763 
Supplying liquor to prisoners, 4763 
Narcotics to prisoners, 4763 
Tobacco to prisoners, 4763 
Suspension by inspector, 4761 
Parole board, history of prisoner consider-
ed, 4764 
Supplying liquor or narcotics, 4763 
Tobacco, 4763 
Prisoners, beneficial labour for, 4764 
Consideration by Board of Parole, 4764 
Of history, 4764 
Discharge of, 4764 
Employment outside reformatory, 4764 
Keeping record of conduct, 4764 
Officers not to have dealings with, 4763 
Regulations re, 4761 
Sentence to reformatory, 4762 
Transfer from gaols, 4762 
From industrial farm, 4762 
From school, 4762 
To gaols, 4762 
Property, custody in superintendent, 4765 
What included in reformatory, 4764 
Province of Ontario Savings Office, opening 
reformatory industries account, 4765 
Provincial auditor, auditing of industries 
account, 4766 
Public Institutions Inspection Act, referred 
to, 4761 
Punishment of inmates, regulations re, 4761 
Reformat ory industries account, cheques 
drawn on, 4765 
Acco1mt, credit arranged by 1\linister, 4765 
Deposits in, 4765 
How dealt with. 4765 
Opening of, by Minister, 4765 
Yearly balances to Treasurer of On-
tario, 4766 
Special account for, 4765 
Regulations by Lieut.-Gov., 4761 
Employment outside reformatory, 4764 
Removal , officers and employees, 4761 
Reward of inmates, regulations re, 4761 
Security, certain officers to give, 4763 
Sentence, copy of re removal of prisoner, 
4762 
To reformatory, 4762 
Sentences, expiry on Sunday, 4764 
Minimum and maximum, 4764 
Steward, security by, 4763 
Storekeeper, appointment of, 4761 
Regulations re, 4761 Penalty, officers interested in contracts, 
4763 I 
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REGISTRY 
Summary Convictions Act, referred to,4763 REGISTRATIO:\' OF PARTNERSHIP; 
Sunday, imprisonment expiring on, 4764 ~ee PART;>OERSHIP R£CISTRATIO:-o 
Superintendent, administration of custodial 
Branch, 4763 REGISTRY; see also CO:-\\'EYAiiCIXC A:-.'D 
Appointment of, 4761 LAW OF PliO PERl'\'; CUSTODY Of' DOCU· 
Custody of property, 4765 ~lENTS; EVIDENCE; IX\'ESTIGATIO:'i Of' 
Duty tO receive and detain prisoners, 4762 TITLES; LAXO TRAXSFER TAX; LAXD 
No interest in contracts, 4763 TITLES; MECIIAiiiCS' LIE X; )IORTGAC· 
Powers and duties of, 4762 ES; PATRICIA; QL!ETI:'IG TITLES; 
Regulations re, 4761 
Security by, 4763 
Supplies, not furnished by employees, 4763 
Not furnished by officers, 4763 
Surgeon, appointment of, 4761 
Regulations re, 4761 
Suspension of officers, 4761 
Pay to cease during, 4761 
Tobacco, prohibition and penalty re, 4763 
Transfer, prisoners from gaols, 4762 
Prisoners to gaols, 4762 
Treasurer of Ontario, yearly balance to, re 
industries, 4766 
Vouchers, attached to cheques, 4765 
Certifying industries account, 4766 
Warrant, for removal of prisoners, 4762 
REFUGES; see CIIARITARLE INSTITUTIONS; 
DISTRICT HOUSES OF REFUGE; FEMALE 
REFUGES; HOUSES Of' REFUCE 
REGISTRAR OF DEEDS; see co:uPA:'IIES; 
PUBLIC OFFICERS; RECISTRY 
REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS, DEATHS 
A!XD ~IARRI.\GES; see VITAL STA· 
SHORT FOR)IS OF CO:'IVEYA!'>CES; 
SHORT FOR)IS OF LEASES; SHORT 
FOR)IS Of' )IORTC.~CES; Sl:R\'EYS: 
\'E:'IDORS AI'D PCRCHASERS 
Abstrac: book, ordering copies, 1886 
Contents of, on recopying, 1886 
Registrar's, 1882 
Fees of registrar on, 1881 
Form of registrar's certificate, 1881 
Index, form of, 1933 
Further subdivision. 1913 
~lode of entry in, 1887 
Particulars of entry, 1887 
Subdivision of lot, 1913 
.\larking ofT certificates of actions, 1906 
Charges, 1906 
Lis pendens, 1906 
~fechanics' liens, 1906 
:Mortgages, 1906 
Preservation of original index, 1886 
Registrar to furnish, 1880 
Registrar's fee on, 1880 
Request to omit instruments, 1881 
Subdivision of township lot, 1913 
Administrator, entry re in general register, 
1883 
TISTICS Affidavit of execution, out of Ontario. 1890 
Witness compellable to make, 1890 
REGISTRATION OF GUESTS IN Affidavits, party not to take, 1890 
HOTEL; see STAND.~Ro HOTEL REC· Swearing of, 1889 
ISTRATio:-o Of' GUESTS \'i'itness to subscribe in own handwriting, 
1890 
REGISTRATION OF INSTRU~IENTS; Alimony, registration of judgment, 1900 
see CUSTODY OF DOCUME:'ITS; 11ALI· Registration of order, 1900 
BURTO~; LAND TITLES; LA~D TRA.-;S· Alphabetical index, entries in, 1887 
FER TAX; ~IINII'G TAX; REGISTRY Es tablishment of, 1887 
Form of, 1933 
REGISTRATION OF NURSES; see Amalgamated loan corporations, discharge 
NURSES RECISTRATIO~ of mortgage by, 1902 
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Annual return registrar's, 1928 
Vacancy in office of registrar, 1928 
Appeal, decision of inspector re fees, 1925 
Order altering registered plan, 1914 
Procedure, 1925 11 
Barristers, registrar not 1.0 practice a~, 1879 
Book, registrar's certificate in each, 1884 
Books, failure of treasurer to provide, 1884 
Furnishing of new, 1883 
Inspector may order repair, 1886 
:Xew, duly certified, 1886 
Paltern of, 1882 
Permission to use extra, 1883 
Preservation of original, 1886 
Property of Crown, 1883 
Registry, to have proper index, 1885 
RcmoYal of, 1881 
Separate for each municipality, 1882 
Supplying of proper, 1882 
Transfer to new registry division, 1884 
llnfit from age, 1886 
lly-l::tw authorizing closing, 18SO 
Posting up, 1880 
Registrar's fcc on registering money, 1923 
On search of, 1923 
By-laws, changing boundaries, 1907 
Establishment of hook for, 1882 
Incorporating municipality, 1907 
Inspection of, 1908 
Proof for registration, 1907 
Registration, 1907 
Of certain, 1907 
or money,1907 
Of municipal, 1907 
Prior to 1873, 1907 
Celibacy, declaration to accompany deed. 
1894 
Declaration to accompany mortgage 189-1 
When unnecessary, 1895 
Di~pensing with declaration,1894 
Recording declaration of, 1895 
Certificate, effect of inspector's, 1877 
Entry of in general register, 1883 
Filing inspector's, of expenditures, 1877 
Form of registration, 1935 
General, du ty paid, 1898 
lm;pcctor's, of expenditure, 1877 
To be evidence, 1925 
Of amalgamation of loan corporations, 
1875 
Recording treasurer's, 1898 
Registering general, 1898 
Registrar's fee for, 1922 
Of comparison, 1885 
Registration of sheriffs, 1905 
Succession Duty in full, 1898 
Verifying copy of general, 1898 
Charge, certificate of discharge, 1937 
Mode of discharge of, 1905 
City of Toronto, provisions relating to, 1931 
Claim, filing of caution when land unpatent· 
ed, 1876 
Commission, validity of instrument naming, 
1909 
ConsE;nl, Treasurer's, to register when re-
quired, 1897 
Conve)·ance, declaration of celibacy, 1894 
l\Iortgage copied in full on registration, 
1900 
Recital of probate in, 1898 
Will in, 1898 
Recording declaration of celibacy, 1895 
County defined, ISiS 
Reimbursement of towns for expenditures, 
1887 
Crown ,\uorney, power, 1879 
Registrar pro tempore, 1879 
Custody o/ Doruments Act, referred to, 
1884,18% 
Deductions, allowable, 1927 
Deed, name and address of grantee, 1892 
Registration of, on sale under process, 
1909 
Deputy, appointment of, 1878 
Form of oath, 1932 
Oath of, 1879 
Powers, 18i8 
Transmission of oath, 1879 
When registrar pro tempore, 1879 
Devolwion of Estat.es Act, referred to, 1875, 
1897, 1898 
Discharge of mortgage, application for order 
on refusal to register probate, 1903 
Clerk of Division Court to affix seal, 1905 
Declaration of loss of assignment, 1901 
Of mortgage, 1901 
00+ 
Discharge of mortgage, cont'd 
Description of land in partial, 1901 
Execution by sheriff, 190-l 
Form for registration, 1936 
Loan corporation after amalgama:ion, 
1902 
~lortgage seiud by sheriff, 190-1 
~lortgagee absent from Ontaric, 1901 
Order compelling regi~tration of probate. 
1903 
Partial, 190-t 
By sheriff, 1905 
Particular in certificate when not mort· 
gagee, 1903 
Powers of Judge, ordering registration of 
probate, 1904 
Procedure on loss of mortgage, 1901 
When not mortgagee, 1902 
Production of assignment of mortgage, 
1901 
or original mortgage, 1901 
Recording, 1901 
Declaration of loss,1902 
Probate on, 1903 
Registtring probate on, 1903 
Registrar's fee on, 1923 
Registration, 1901 
or certificate, 1904 
or prior instruments, 1902 
or sheriff's, 1005 
When executed under power of attorney, 
1903 
When paid off by new mortgage, 1902 
Right of subrogation preserved, 1902 
Sheriff's form of, 1936 
Stamping of assignment, 1902 
Mortgage, 1902 
Verification of probate, 1903 
Discharges, entry of. in general register, 1883 
Documents, production of, on investigation 
by inspector, 1930 
Dominion Election Act, referred to, 1929 
El~ction Act, referred to, 1929 
Equitable interest. when unregistered. 1908 
Evidence. certified copy of notice of sale, 
1899 
Jn,·estigation by inspector, 1930 
Registrar's certificate of regi•tratinn. 1895 
REGISTRY 
Execution, certificate of release from, 1905 
Form of certificate on proof before Judge, 
1935 
Instrument under seal of Court, 1890 
~lortgage seized under, 190-1 
Proof of before Judge, 1890 
When outside Ontario, 1890 
Executor, entry re in general register, 1883 
Fees, action by registrar to recover, 1925 
Amendment of registrar's, 1924 
Effect of, 1924 
Appeal from decision of inspector, 1925 
Disputation of, 1925 
Limit of registrar's, for search, 1921 
Payment of on registration, 1892 
Procedure on appeal, 1925 
Registrar to gh·e statement of, l 925 
To post schedule o£, 1925 
Registrar·;, for certificate, 1922 
For search in alphabetical index, 1922 
For searches, 1921 
In default of provision for. 192-1 
Instrument affecting different parcels, 
1920 
On making extracts over 300 word•. 1921 
On production of originals, 1923 
On registering certificate of payment 
taxes, 1924 
Discharge of mortgar;e. 1923 
Instruments, 1920 
~Ioney by-law. 1923 
~otice of sale, 1924 
Plan.1922 
On repairing books, 1923 
On search in general register. 1922 
or abstract of title, 1922 
Of by-law. 1923 
Under blanket mortgage. 1921 
On supplying copies, 1923 
Data to municipality, 1926 
Registration of leiters of admini~trntion 
192~ 
Scale for folios. 1920 
Figures. charges of registrar for, 1924 
Foreign language. affida\it of translator. 
1892 
Translation of. 1892 
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Forms, astract index, 1933 
Affidavit of execution, 1934 
Of execution where instrument secur· 
ity, 1934 
Where instrument not per plan, 1938 
Alphabetical index, 1933 
Certificate of discharge of instrument 
creating charge, 1937 
or discharge of mortgage by sheriff, 
1936 
Of Judge in lieu of affida,·it, 1935 
or registrar on abstract, 1881 
or registration, 1935 
Respecting registry books, 1932 
Declaration under sec. 32 (2), 1938 
Discharge of mortgage, 1936 
:'llinute of registration, 1935 
Registrar's oath of office, 1932 
Surveyor's certifica te of plan, 1937 
General register, entries in, 1883 
Entry of instruments in reg:stry Looks, I 
1888 
Registrar to keep, 1882 
Transfer to new registry divi~ion, 1885 
Treasurer's certif1cate, 1898 
Type of index for, 1882 
Grant, registering Crown, 1896 
Guardian, entry re in general register, 1883 
Highway, consent on closing. 1915 
Defined, 1912 
Plan of, 1910 
Holidays, office not open on, 1880 
Index book, cost of preparation for plans, 
1913 
Inspector may order, of wills, 1883 
Inspector, appointment o f, 1875 
Authorization of plan index book, 1913 
Decision of in writ ing, 1925 
Defined, 1875 
Duties of, 1929 
When work in arrears, 1931 
Employment of assistance in direction of, 
1907 
Evidence on invest igation by, 1930 
Instrument aff~cting land. 1888 
Affidavit of execution, 1889 
or execution to be attached. 1889 
When ~iven as security, 1889 
806 
Certified copy of, 1882 
Defined, 1875 
Effect of non-registration, 1908 
Entry in registry book and general regis· 
ter, 1888 
Executed by attorney, exceptions, 1894 
Name to be noted, 1894 
Execution under seal of Court, 1890 
Form of affidavit, when given as security, 
1889 
Affidavit when not per plan, 1938 
Proof of execution, 1935 
1\Jode proof o f execution, 1889 
Proof of before Judge, 1890 
Recording when not per plan, 1914 
Registering, referring to unregistered 
plan, 1914 
Regist ration, 1892 
When not per plan, 1914 
Notation of execution by attorney, 1894 
l'articulars of witness, Hl89 
Party not to be witness, 1889 
Procedure of recording, 1895 
Production in Court, 1882 
Proof of execution prior to 1910, 1889 
Recording of particulars. 1895 
Referring to unregistered plan, 1914 
Registrar to deliver certified copy, 1891 
To exhibit original, 1881 
Registration, certified by Clerk of Court, 
1891 • 
Deemed notice of. 1909 
Of certified copy, 1891 
Of copy, filed in Land Titles, 1891 
On execution by attorney, 1893 
When initials of witness only, 1889 
Relating to more than one parcel, 1894 
Two parts, to be certified, 1894 
When deemed to be registered, 1910 
Instruments affidavit of translator, 1892 
Alterations after registration, 1910 
Copies entered in original order, 1885 
Destruction of, 1919 
Effect of marking ofT, 1906 
Entry of, land without local description, 
1888 
When not copied, 1885 
Hours for registration of, 1880 
Instruments, cont'd 
Land without local description, 1887 
Marking off certain, 1906 
Mode of execution by corporations, 1890 
:\'oting correct ions, 1910 
Proof of execution for registration, 1288 
Provision for safe keeping, 1877 
Recording of, 1892 
Reference to plan, 1911 
Registrable, 1887 
Registrar's fees on registration of, 1920 
Registration of. prior to grant from 
Crown, 1888 
Quebec notarial copies. 1891 
Without proof, 1R88 
Removal of, 1881 
Stamped "registered." 1892 
Statuton• declaration when land "'ithout 
local description. 1887 
Transfer of to new registry division, 1884 
Translation from foreign language, 1392 
Judgment, registration of certificate of, 1890 
Judicature Act, referred to, 1875 
Land defined, 1876 
Interest in certain unpatented. 1876 
Regimation under Land Title. 1876 
Land Titles Act, referred to,18i6, 1924 
Lease, registration of, 1908 
Letters of administration, devisee impeded 
from registering, 1909 
Registered within tweh·e months, 1900 
Registrar's fee on registration. 1924 
Registration of, 1898 
Levy, municipality may, for expenses. 1887 
Lien, registration of, 1900 
Lis pendens, marking off, 1906 
Marking off, certain vacated, 1905 
Loan and Trust Corporations Act. referred 
to, 1875 
Loan corporations, entry re in general re· 
gister, 1883 
Local description, 1888 
Long vacation, hours for registration during. 
1880 
Lot, 1921 
Master of Titles, search in registry office by. 
1924 
REGISTRY 
Mechanics' Lien Act, referred to, 1881, 1883, 
1906 
Liens, entry of, in general regist cr, 1883 
:\larking off, 1906 
Abstract , 1906 
Certificates of action, 1906 
Partial di~chnrges, 1906 
Memorial~. destruction of, 1919 
Form of certificate on re·registration, 1935 
Xotation on re-registration of, 1900 
Proof for registration, 1900 
Re-copying in proper order, 1920 
Recording on re·registration, 1900 
Regi<tration, 1900 
When prior to 1866, 1900 
Re.registration, 1900 
:\Jental incompetent, order re included in 
instrument, 1876 
)lort!!age, copying assignment in full, 1900 
Copying in full, 1900 
Declaration of celibacy, 1894 
Effect of registering notice of sale, 1899 
Registration, 1908 
Fee on registration,1893 
On subsequent entry in full, 1893 
:\fode of regi;tering copies of notice, 1900 
Xotice of sale. 1899 
:\Ioney advanced after registration, 1908 
J\'ame and address of mortgagee. 1892 
Particulars not recorded in full, 1892 
Proccd ure on loss of notice of sale, 1899 
Proof before Judge of sen· ice of notice. 
1899 
Of loss of notice of sale, 1899 
Of sen·ice of notice of sale, 1899 
Recording in full , 1892 
J\'otice of sale under, 1899 
Registration of copies of notice of sale 
1900 
Of notice of sale. 1899 
or sheriff's notice of seizure, 1900 
Sale under, 1899 
Subsequent entry in full noted, 1893 
Tax, s:tlaries of Toronto employees, 1931 
Mortgage Tax Act, referred to, 1931 
:\[ortgagee. consent of, on registering plan. 
1912 
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Mortgagee, cont'd 
Defined, 1893 
Mortgages Act, referred to, 1899 
Mortgages, marking off, 1905 
Marking ofT discharged, 1905 
Municipal Act, referred to, 190i 
Municipality, application replans, 1915 
Inspection of registrar's books by, 1929 
Registrar to supply information to,1926 
Share in net income, 1927 
Net income, 1927 
Notice, effect on prior registration, 1908 
Notice of sale, registrar's fees on registra-
tion of, 1924 
Of sale, registration of proof of service, 
1899 
Oath, form of registrar's, 1932 
Order directing making certain plans, 1918 
Directing payment of costs, 1918 
Registration of certificate of, 1890 
Orders-in-Council, registering, 1896 
Penalty against municipality on failure t'l 
prepare plan, 1917 
Altering books, 1931 
Enforcement, 1931 
Failure to file plan, 1911 
l\fode of recovering, 1911 
Registrar for failure to perform duties, 
1885 
Plan, alteration of registered, 1914 
Appeal from order altering. 1914 
Certification by Ontario land sun•eror. 
1911 
Of field notes, 1919 
Consent of mortgage~s on registering, 1912 
Delivery of duplicate to clerk, 1919 
Deposit of duplicate, 1919 
or field notes, 1911 
Of surveyor's field notes, 1919 
Designation of lots, on, 1911 
Duty of registrar on registration of muni-
cipal, J 919 
Effect of registration, 1914 
After order of Judge, 1919 
Endorsement of particulars by registrar. 
1919 
Form of certificate of Ontario land sur· 
veyor, 1937 
Mode of enforcing penalty against muni-
cipality, 1917 
Recording, 1912 
Recovering penalty, 1911 
Mortgagees on registry, 1912 
Payment of expenses of municipal, 1917 
Penalty for failure to r egister,l911 
When municipality defaults, 1917 
Procedure on altering registered, 1914 
Order of Judge to make, where land sold 
by metes and bounds, 1918 
Owner's to appear on the registry book, 
1912 
Registrar's fee on registration of, 1922 
Registration of, 1912 
Scale of fees on search by sun•eyor, 1917 
Signed by person interested, 1911 
Unpatented Crown land, 1912 
Planning and Development Act, referred to, 
1913 
Plans, application by municipality re, 1915 
Application to alter registered, 1914 
Apportionment of cost of municipal, 1917 
Approval by Minister of, 1912 
By municipal board of, 1912 
Council of, 1912 
ApproYing of, 1913 
Authentication of municipal, 1916 
Certificate of surveyor, 1916 
Contents, 1910 
Contribution by Crown toward cost of, 1919 
Costs of application for order re, 1918 
Effect of order for costs, 1918 
Order for cost$ on apportionment, 1919 
Registration of, 1916 
Establishment of index for, 1911 
Expenses of registering township, 1917 
Fee of Registrar on abstracting, 1914 
Filing of unmounted copy, 1911 
Highways, 1911 
Indicating lots on municipal, 1918 
Index book of, 1913 
Inspector may order repair, 1886 
Judge may apportion costs of 1919 
Order Crown to pay share of cost, 1919 
Lery of rate to cover expenses of town-
ship,1918 
or special rate to cover cost of. 1916 
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Plans, con(d 
.:\lonnting o£,1911 
~lunicipal, 1916 
Order direct ing special levy for cost of. 
1918 
Particulars of municipal, 1918 
Payment of cost of township, 1916 
Powers of J udge on application by mnni· 
cipality, 1915 
Proof for registration, 1912 
Reference by instruments to.1911 
Registration o£,1910 
Certain made prior to 1868, 1916 
i\Iunicipal, 1916 
Unregistered township, 1917 
When land in more than one re~istry 
division, 1916 
Scale and particulars, 1910 
or, 1910 
Sun·ey on the ground dispensed with, 191B 
Topographical features. 1911 
Power of attorney, defined, 1876 
Proof of, 1893 
Registration of copy, 1891 
When certified by officer of Depart· 
ment,1891 
Probate, affidavit on discharge of mort· 
gage, 1903 
Affidavit, verifying copy, 1896 
Application for order compelling regis· 
tration of, 1903 
Copy verified by Registrar, 1896 
Devisee impeded from registering. 1909 
Mode of registering, 1896 
Notice of application to compel rel!istra· 
tion,1904 
Order compelling registration of, 1903 
Powers of Judge ordering registration of. 
1901 
Recital of, in conveyance, 1898 
Recording on discharge of mortgage. 
1903 
Registered within twelve months, 1909 
Registering on discharge of mortgage. 
1903 
Process, registration of deed on sale under, 
1909 
REGISTRY 
Railway, plans re to be registered, 3056 
Real estate agent, limitation recharge, 1909 
Recording, mortgages in full, 1892 
or instruments, 1892 
Reference, 1921 
Registrar, abstract furnished by, 1880 
Additional grant to, 1927 
LiahiHty, 1878 
Security of, 18i8 
Advising on loans prohibited, 18i9 
On titles prohibited, 1879 
.\mount of security, 1878 
\nnual return on vacancy in office of. 1928 
Return to be gh·en municipality, 1928 
Returns, 1925 
Appointment of, 18i8 
Deputies by.18i8 
.\pportionment of percentage of fees, 1928 
Books of account, 1925 
On ,·acating office, 1885 
Carrying on business prohibited, 18i9 
Certificate of comparison, 1885 
or, in each book, 188-l 
or, on re·copy of book, 1886 
On completion of registry book, 1895 
Certifying entry to be true copy, 1895 
Computation of percentages by, 1929 
£ontents of abstract, 1880 
Cost of assistance employed by, 1907 
Oeli\'el")· of certified copies, by, 1891 
Effect of certificate of registration,1895 
Knowledge of error, 1881 
Emoluments of, 192i 
Extracts certified by, 1881 
Fees of. stated on ab5tract, 1881 
On registrat ion of instruments, 1920 
Filing of certificate with treasurer by, 
18/i 
Form of oath of office, 18i8 
Furnishing of certified copies by, 1882 
Hours for attendance al office, 1880 
Inspection by municipality of books of, 
1929 
IMpector to receh·e copy of annual re· 
turn, 1926 
Liability of sureties.l8i8 
t:nder security, 1818 
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Registrar, cont'd 
Non-liability for certain errors, 1881 
Not to be connected with finn, 1879 
Oath of office, 1878 
Omission of certain entries on abstract, 
1881 
One for each registry division, 1878 
Particulars in annual returns, 1925 
Payment of fees for abstracting plans, 
1914 
Of percentage to municipality.1928 
Of remuneration in additional abstract-
ing, 1913 
Penalty for refusing to hand over books, 
1885 
On failure to perform duties, 1885 
Percentage, when more than one, 1928 
Salary paid to, 1929 
Percentages in certain districts, 1929 
To be on yearly basis, 1928 
Posting of schedule of fees, 1925 
Procedure to compel production of in· 
struments, 1882 
Product ion of original instruments by, 
1881 
Pro tempore, 18i9 
Security of, 1879 
Provision of security by, 1878 
Deemed notice, 1909 
Effect of notice on prior, 1908 
Prior, 1908 
Fee on mortgage, 1893 
Hours for, 1880 
During long vacation, 1880 
In certain divisions, 1880 
Instrument accompanied by affidavit of 
execution, 1889 
Certified by Clerk of Court, 1891 
Executed by Attorney, 1893 
Filed in Land Titles, 1891 
.Memorials prior to 1866, 1900 
Mode of, 1892 
Payment of fees, 1892 
Plans, 1910 
Proof of execution for, 1888 
Requirements on, land without local des-
cription, 1887 
When deemed to be effected, 1910 
Witness mentally incompetent, 1890 
Witnesses deceased, 1890 
Residence unknown, 1890 
Registry Book, cert ificate of registrar on 
completion, 1895 
Entry of particulars in margin, 1896 
Form for 'particulars in margin of, 1896 
Numbering of pages in, 1896 
Remuneration, 1927 Registry books, destruction of, 1919 
On abst racting subdivision, 1913 Registry Division, establishment of new, 
Restriction on practising profession, 1879 1884 
Revision of disbursements by inspector , 
1929 
Statement of amount paid municipality, 
1928 
Supervision of offtce by, 1879 
Term of office of, 18i8 
Transmission of oath of office. 1878 
Vacancy in office of, 1879 
Variation of certi ficate, 1881 
ftegistrars, hours of attendance of certain, 
1880 
Inspector to be furnished information by, 
1931 
Rcgistrat ion, certified copy of instrument, 
1891 
Copy of power of Attorney, 1891 
New county to be, 1877 
District to be, 1877 
Transfer of books to new, 1884 
Of instruments to new, 1884 
Registry Divisions, boundaries of, 1876 
Regist ry Office, by-law for closing Satur· 
day 1 p.m., 1880 
Erection of new, 1877 
Expense of maintenance, 1877 
Inspector may direct expenditure, 1877 
Location of, 1877 
i\laintenance of, 1877 
Registry offices, rules respecting, 1929 
Regulations, re Toronto regist ry office, 1932 
Re-registration, document destroyed, 1919 
Effect, after dest ruction, 1919 
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Rules, respecting registry offices, 1929 
Salaries, employees at Toronto, 1931 
Search, prohibition of use of ink on, 1881 
Registrar's fee, on, under blanket mort· 
gage, 1921 
Searches, limit of registrar's fee for, 1921 
Regist rar"s fee on, abstract of title, 1922 
Fees on, in alphabetical index, 1922 
In general register, 1922 
Scale of, fees for, 1921 
Sheriff, certificate o£ release from seizure. 
1905 
Seizure of books by, 1885 
Of documents, by, 1885 
Solicitor, stat utory dcclanrtion for client. 
1888 
Statement. registrar's of amount paid muni· 
eipality, 1928 
Statutory declaration, officer of cor poration, 
1888 
Recording, 1888 
Who entitled to make, 1888 
Succession Duty Act, referred to, 1897 and 
1898 
S~tmmory Convictions Act, referred to, 1912 
1917 and 1931 
Surveyor, scale of fees on searches, 191i 
Surveys, inspector may direct treasurer to 
pay, 1887 
Inspector may order, 1886 
REU GIOUS INSTITUTIONS 
Filing affidavit of execution, 1891 
Indexing, 1897 
Recital of, in conveyance, 1898 
Recording, 1897 
Registered within twehe months,1909 
Registering, 1896 
\"erification of copy by registrar. 1896 
Witness, compellahle to take affidavit of 
execution, 1890 
Expenses of, on excr.ution, 1890 
REGULATIONS; see t:\TERPR£TATto:s 
RELIGIOUS GIFT; see CHARITIES AC· 
COU:STINC 
rtELIGlOUS INSTITUTIONS; see also 
INDUSTRIAL SCHOOLS; MORTMAIN A:'iD 
CIIARITABI.E USF.S; PUBLIC SCIIOOLS; 
U:"IVt:llSITY OF TORONTO 
Accounts, duty o£ trustees re, 4750 
Act, a1lplicable to Church of England, 4752 
Application to Jrws, 4753 
To Roman Catholic Church, 4753 
Does not affect special Acts, 4750 
Actions, joint tru~tees re burial grounds. 
4751 
Powers of trustees re, 47U 
Affidavit, verifying rt'cord of proceeding~. 
4750 
Tacking, doctrine of, 1908 Assent of congre~ntion~. approval of J ud;;e 
Tax sale, registration of deed under, 1909 in lieu. 4749 
Taxes, fee on registration of certificate of 
payment, 1924 
Treasur~r, furni shing of new books by,1883 
Payment of registrar's fees by. 1886 
Supply of books by, 1882 
Trustees, entries rein general register, 1823 
T ypewriters, supplying of, 18i8 
Will, affidavit of death, 189i 
Affidavit of subscribing witncs>. 1896 
Verifying copy, 1896 
Consent of treasurer rcquirt'd, 189i 
Defined, 1876 
Devisee impeded from rc,:;istering. 1909 
Entry in abstract index, 1897 
In General Register, 1883 
Of congregation~ cnnclusi\'e e,·idence, 
4749 
Of religious ~ociety, opprov:U of judge 
in lieu. 4i49 
Conclusive evidence, 4N9 
Book Store, appointment and powers of 
trustees rc, 4i44 
Conveyance to tru~tt'es re. 4144 
Borrowing powers of trustees, 4746 
Burial !!fOUnds, actions of joint tru~t et'~ rf', 
4751 
:\ppointment and powers of trustees re, 
4744 
Assent required re joint, 4751 
Com·eyance tot ru•tt'CS re, 4744 
Jointtrustet's for udjoining, 4751 
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Burial Grounds, cont'd 
Powers of joint trustees re, 4751 
By-laws, changing name by, 4744 
Change of name, by-law or resolution for, 
4744 
Effect of, 4744 
Of religious societies, 4748 
Powers of trustees re, 4744 
Prior to March 7, 1910, 4748 
To denominational board, 4748 
To trustees for religious purposes, 4744 
For sites, 4744 
Chapel, appointment and po1•er of trustees In collective name, 4744 
re, 4744 Of new congregations, 4748 
Conveyance to trustees re, 4744 ReHgious society, 4748 
Church, appointment and powers of trus· I Distress, powers of trustees re rent, 4747 
tees re, 4744 Evidence, assent re joint burial grounds as, 
Conveyance to trustees re, 4744 4751 
Of England, application of Act to, 4752 Assent when conclusive as, 4749 
Bishop and rector may be trustees, 4752 Consent of vestry, synod, bishop as, 4753 
Consent of vestry, bishop and synod, Copy of record of proceedings as, 4750 
4752 Exchange, when congregat ion approves, 4747 
Incumbent and church wardens, trus· When religious society approves, 4747 
tees, 4752 Improvements, payment to )essee for, 4746 
Synod may be trustee, 4752 
Union of religious societies re, 4750 
Trustees of union building, 4750 
Collective name, by-laws or resolutions re, 
4744 
Conveyances to trustees in, 4744 
Congregations, appointment of trustees, 
4744 
Appointment of trustees successors, 4749 
Approval of exchanges by, 'l747 
Assent re joint burial grounds, 4751 
To conveyance by, 4749 
Change of name, 4744 
Consent of vestry of Church of England, 
4752 
To leases by, 4746-
Conveyances, of denominational board, 
4748 
On union of, 4748 
To new,4748 
Procedure re sales approved by, 4747 
Record of, 4750 
Varying number of trustees by, 4745 
Conveyances, assen t of congregations to, 
4749 
Assent of religious society to, 4748 
Description of trustees in, 4744 
In perpetual succession, 4744 
or additional lands, 4744 
On union of congregations, 4748 
Trustees' covenant re, 47% 
Jews, application of Act to, 4753 
Judge, approval of conveyance br, 4749 
Sanction of sale by, 4749 
Land, appointment and powers of trustees, 
4744 
Conveyances of additional, 4744 
Mortgages when separate parcels, 4746 
Powers of trustees to mortgage, 4746 
Public or private sale, 4747 
Trustees' powers re sale, 4747 
Vesting in trustees' successors, 4749 
Lease of Church of England land, consent 
of vestry, synod, bishop, 4752 
Leases, consent of congregations required, 
47% 
Consent of religious society reqni• cd, 474{) 
Payment to lessees for improvements, 
4746 
Powers of trustees re, 47% 
Renewal provisions by trustees, 474Q 
Rental provisions in, 4746 
Restrictions re, 4747 
Meeting house, appointment and powers of 
trustees re , 4744 
Conveyance to trustees re, 4744 
l\·Iect ings for appointment of trustees' sue· 
cessors, 4749 
Notice, varying number of trustees, 4745 
Re sale and exchange of property, 4747 
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)leerings, cont'd 
Record of proceedings at, 4i49, 4750 
Registration of proceedings, 4749 
.Minister's residence, appointment, and 
powers of trustees re, 4744 
Residence, conveyance to trustees re, 4744 
)finute book, record of proceedings in, 
4750 
Mortgage of Church of England land, con-
sent of ,·estry, synod, bishop, 4752 
~lortgages, powers of trustees re, 4746 
W hen separate parcels of land, 47-IQ 
Name, changing by by-law, 4744 
Changing by resolution, 4744 
Notice of meetings, posting in post office. 
474S 
or meetings, posting in school house, 
474S 
On church door, 474S 
Varying number of trustees, 4745 
When three days, from pulpit, 4747 
Number of trustees, meetings for varying, 
4745 
Of trustees, resolution varying, 474S 
Time when resolution effective re.47-IS 
Printing office, appointment and powers of 
trustees re, 4744 
Office, eom·eyancc to trustees re. 47-14 
Property, public or private sale, 4747 
Trustees' powers re sale, 4747 
Vesting in trustees' succe;sors. 4749 
Public notice, re trustees sale of land, 47-17 
Auction, re tru>tees' sale of land, 47-17 
Publishing office, a!)pointmcnt and power> 
of trustees re, 4744 
Office, com·eyance to tru~tees re, 471-1 
Record of proceedings, affidavit verifyinl!. 
4750 
Of proceedings, appointment (I[ trustees· 
successors, 4749 
Copy as evidence, 4750 
Registration, effect , 4749 
In registry office, 4750 
Registry office, registration of record of 
proceedings, 4749, 4750 
Religious purposes, con,·eyance to trustees 
for, 4744 
Societies. trustee> on union of, 4750 
RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS 
Trustees, un ion for building church, 
-i750 
Society, appointment of trustees, 4744 
Appointment of trustees· successors, 
4H9 
Approval of exchanges by, 4747 
Assent re joint burial grounds, 4757 
To com·eyance by, 4749 
Change of name1 4744 
Consent to leases by, 47-IQ 
Conveyances on union of, 4748 
To denomina tional board, 4748 
To new. 47-!8 
Procedure re sales approved by, 47-l i 
Proceedings by meetings, 4750 
Var);ng number of trustees by, 4 745 
Rent, remedies of trustees re, 4747 
f:esolution, changing name by, 4744 
Of congregation approving sale and ex-
change, 4747 
Of religious :;ociety approving sale and 
exchange,47-li 
Re additional land. 4i45 
Renumber, when effecti,·e. 4745 
\"arying number of trus tees, 4745 
Roman Catholic Church, application c>f .\ ~t 
to. -1753 
Sale and exrhange, resolution appro,·ing by 
congregation, 4747 
.\ nd exchange, resolution approYing by 
religious society, 47-l-7 
Of Church of England land, consent of 
,-estry, synod, bishop, 4752 
Sales, evidence of consent of congregations, 
4749 
Evidence of con::ent of religious society, 
4749 
Of land by trustees. 47-17 
Private or public, 4747 
Public auct ion for, 4747 
Notice of, 4747 
Special powers not a ffected, 4747 
When congregat ions appro,·e. -1747 
Religious society approve. -17-li 
Si:es, conveyance to trustees for. -li-1-1 
Special Acts not affected hy Act. -1750 
Suit, powers of trustt>e5 rc rent. 4747 
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RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS 
Trustees, accounting for monies received, 
4750 
Appointment re sites, 4744 
To take conveyances, 4744 
Bishop and rector may be, 4-752 
Borrowing powers of, 4-746 
Consent to sales by, 4747 
Conveyances of additional lands to,IJ-744 
Covenant to pay lessee for improvements, 
4746 . 
To renew by, 4746 
Description of, in conveyance, 4744 
Duties re accounting. 4750 
In Church of England, 4752 
Incumbent and church wardens may be. 
4752 
Joint, actions re burial grounds. 4751 
Powers re burial ground;, 4751 
l\feeting appointing successors, 4749 
Notice of meeting varying number, 4745 
On union of religious societies, 4750 
Powers, 4744 
Re actions, 4744 
Re sale of land, 4747 
To lease land, 4745 
To mortgage land, 4746 
To recover rent, 4747 
Public auction re sale, 474? 
Notice of sale, 4747 
Or private sale by, 4747 
Re adjoining burial grounds, 4751 
Resolution decreasing number, 4745 
Increasing number, 4745 
Restrictions releases, 4747 
Successors of, appointment, 4749 
Synod may be, 4752 
United societies building church, 4750 
Vesting of property in successors, 4749 
RELIGIOUS MATTERS; see INFANTS; 
PURLI C SCHOOLS j RELIGIOUS I NSTITU· 
TIONS 
RE::\IEDIAL LEG TSL:\ TION; ~ee I !'iTER· 
PRETATION 
RE.\IEOY; see INTERPRETATION 
REMEMBRANCE DAY; see INTERPRETA-
TION 
REMISSION OF PENALTIES; see FINES 
AND FORFEITURES 
RENT i see APPORTIONMENT j ASSESSMENT ; 
LANDLORD AND TENAI'iTj Lll\UTA· 
T IONS i MORTGAGES j SHORT FORMS OF 
LEASES 
RENT CHARGE; see CONVEY ANCING AND 
U\V OF PROPERTY 
REPEAL; see INTERPRETATION; STATUTES 
REPLEVIN; see also couNTY counTs; 
DIVI SION COURTS; LANDLORD AN D 
TENANT; LI MITATIONS 
Damages, recoverable by action, 1457 
Demand, public, 1457 
To deliver up property, 1457 
Distress, replevin for wrongful, 145i 
Enclosure, sheriff may enter, 1457 
Goods, dwelling, not in, 1457 
Public demand for, 1457 
Repleviable, 1457 
Succi under lawful process, 1457 
Liquor Control Act, referred to, 1457 
Liquor, seized by officers, 1457 
Premises, search of, 1458 
Property, concealed in enclosure, 1457 
Right to search when concealed, 1458 
On person, 1458 
Replevin, action for, 1457 
Damages recoverable, 1457 
Proceedings, who may take, 1457 
Sheriff, defined, 1457 
Demand for delivery, 1457 
Entry into dwelling, 1457 
Powers after demand, 1457 
When goods not in dwelling, 1458 
Right of entry, 1457 
Search of dwelling, 1458 
Of person by, 1458 
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R EPRESENTATION 
Acts, special overruled, 75 
Assembly, number of members, 74 
Representation in, 74 
Augmentation of townships, 75 · 
Boundaries, alteration of municipal, H 
or counties, 74 
City, boundaries of, 74 
Ha,·ing separate representation, 75 
Included in electoral district, 75 
County, boundaries of, 74 
District, boundaries of, 74 
Electoral districts, alteration of municipal 
boundaries, 74 
Cities constituting, 75 
Described, 75-104 
Division of Province into. 74 
What deemed to include, 75 
Gores, o( townships, 75 
Legislative Assembly, electoral districts, 
75-104 
;\!embers of, 74 
Municipal boundaries, effect of alteratirn, 74 
Special acts, provisions overruled, 75 
Town, boundaries of, 74 
Included in electoral district. i5 
Voting of electors in, 74 
Township, augmentations or gore<. 75 
Boundaries of, 74 
Village, boundaries of, 74 
Included in electoral district , 75 
Voting of electors in, 74 
Voting of electors of town or village not in 
electoral district, 74 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
Advisory board, appointment of, 11-H 
Duties of, 1141 
Personnel of, 1141 
Applications for investigations, 1140,1141 
Buildings, how acquired, 1142 
Why acquired, 1142 
Business, assessment of, 1143 
Chairman, appointment of, 1141 
Duties of, ll41 
Who may be, 1141 
Corporation, establishment of, 1140 
RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
Equipment, how acquired, 1142 
Why acquired, 1142 
Expropriation, procedure in, 1142 
When permitted, 1142 
Government contribution, amount of, 1142 
Date paid, 1142 
When made, 1142 
Income, assessment of, 1143 
lm·estiga tion, applications for, 1140, 1141 
See research 
Lands, how acquired, 1142 
Why acquired, 1142 
Lieut.-Gov., appro,·al re lands and bldgs., 1142 
Approval, re machinery, 1142 
Powers of, 1141, 1142 
Regulations. 1143 
Report, 11-!2 
;\lachinery, how acquired, 1142 
Why acquired, 1142 
Meetings, purpose of, 1142 
Report of, 1142 
When held, 1142 
2\fembers, how chosen, 1140 
Who to be, 1140 
!\'arne of, 1140 
Object of, 1140 
Patents, nature of, 1142 
Right to acquire, 1142 
Sell, 1142 
Property, assessment of, 1143 
Public Works Act, appliction of, 1142 
Regulations, by whom made, 1143 
Effect of, 1143 
Scope of, 1143 
Report of, form of, 1142 
Time when made, ll42 
What to include, 1142 
Where submitted, 1142 
Research, agriculture, 1140 
Animal disease, 1140 
Approval of Lieut.-Gov., 1140 
By-products, 1140 
Industries, 1140 
;\[anufacturing, 1140 
Natural resources, 1140 
Purposes generally, 1140 
Vegetable disease, 1140 
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RESEARCH FOUNDA110N 
Subscribers, agreements with, 1141 
Powers of, 1141 
To receive reports, 1141 
Who to be, 1141 
Subscriptions, amount of each, 1141 
l\fodc of payment, 1141 
Total amount of, 1141 
Vice-chairman, appointment oi, 11-1-1 
Duties of, 1141 
Who may be, 1141 
VELOP~JE;\'T; PLAN;\'INC AND DEVELOP· 
AlENT; PUBLIC LA ;\'OS; PUBLIC SERVICE 
WORKS ON HICHWAYS; PUBLIC WORKS ; 
SNOW ROADS AND FENCES; STATUTE 
LABOUR; SURVEYS 
ROLLING STOCK; see BILLs or SALE AND 
CHATTEL 1\IORTCACE; CONDITIONAL 
SALES; RAILWAY; TEMISKAMINC AND 
NOJlTHERN ONTARIO RAILWAY 
RESTAURANT; sec ASSESS)IE:'\T; FAC· RONDEAU PARK; see PROVINCIAL 
TORY, SIIOP A:"D OFFICE DUILOI'IC: 
CA)IE AND FISHERIES; LIQUOR COl'>· 
TROL; MU:"'ICIPAL; ONE DAY'S REST 
1:" SEI'EN; Pt,;BLIC HEALTH 
RETURNED SOLDIERS AND SAILORS 
LAND SETTLEMENT; see NORTH· 
ER:-1 DEVELOPMENT 
RETURNS OF P UBLIC OFFICERS; ~cc 
PURLtC OFFICERS; PUBLIC OFFICERS' 
FEES 
RE\"ENUE; see CONSOLIDATED REVEI\UE 
FUND; PUBLIC OFFICERS' FEES; PUB· 
LIC REVE NUE; TAXES 
RE\'ERSIONER; sec CO:'\YEYA:-ICINC A:-ID 
LAW OF PROPERTY 
RE\'ISION OF STATUTES; see CONSOL· 
IDATI0:-1 OF STATUTES; INTERPRET A· 
TION 
Rl VERS; see BEACH PROTECTI0:-1; BEACHES 
AND RII'ER BEDS; BED OF NAVICABLE 
WATERS; LAKES AND RIVERS IJIIPROVE· 
lllEI\T; MUNICIPAL; PUBLIC LANDS; 
RAILWAY; TERRITORIAL DIVISION 
ROAD; sec BEACH PROTECTION; COLONIZA" 
TIO:'< ROADS; CROWN TIMBER; DITCHES 
A:'\0 WATERCOURSES; HICIIWAY IM· 
PROVE)IENT; )11:-IINC; MUNJCirAI.; 
)JU:'iiCIPAL OR.~I :'\ACE; NOllTIIEII:-1 DE· 
PARKS 
ROYAL COLLEGE OF DENTAL SUR-
GEONS; see DENTISTRY 
ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM 
Accounts, audit of, 4743 
Annual r eport, contents of, 4743 
Hcport, laid before Assembly, 4743 
As~embly, annual report to, 4743 
Board, annunl election of chai rman, 4741 
Annual election of vice-chairman, 4741 
Report of transactions, 4743 
Appointment of honorary members, 4741 
Body corporate, 4740 
By-laws, rules and regulations, 4743 
Constitution of, 4740 
Control of museum by, 4740 
Deemed department of Government, 4743 
Donations to, 4 741 
Management of museum by, 4740 
Of trustees, referred to as Board, 4740 
Powers re property, 4741 
Pro!Jerty exempted from taxation, 4743 
Submission of estimates by, 4742 
Tenure of office, 4740 
Vacancies, fillin g of, 4741 
Vesting of lands in, 4741 
Bonds, guaranteeing by Government, 4742 
Issuing of, 4742 
Buildings, borrowing powers re, 4742 
Erection and equipmen"t, 4742 
By-laws, annulment, 4743 
Appointing directors, 4743 
Officers and servants, 4743 
By Board, 4743 
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By-laws. cont'd 
Designating departments, 4743 
Chairman, Board of Governors of Uni,·er~ity 
ex officio member of Board. 4740 
Election by Board, 4741 
Consolidated Revenue Fund, payment of 
one-half maintenance, 4742 
Debentures. guaranteeing by Government, 
4742 
Issuing of, 4742 
Departments of museum, how dt>signa ted. 
4743 
Directors. by-laws appointing. 4i·l3 
Donat ions to Board, 4741 
Equipment, borrowing powers rc, 4i42 
E~;tablishmcnt. Roya l Oll!ario :\Tuseum. 4140 
EHimates submiued annually by Board. 4742 
Executive Council, representation on Board. 
47-10 
E:~.penditures. annual report re. 4743 
Go,·ernment , Board deemed department. 
4743 
Gon;mors of l 'ni,·ersi ty, appointment of 
Board members by. 4740 
Guarantee of securities by Government. 
4742 
H onorary members nf Board act in advi~ory 
capacity, 4741 
)fcmbers of Board, appointment. dutie~. 
powers of, 4741 
lmprovements. borrowing powers re, 4~42 
Investments, annual report rt>. 4743 
Lands, borrowing powers re, 4742 
Rights of Universi ty over. 4741 
What ,·ested in Board. 4741 
Licnt.·Go,· .. annual report to. 4743 
.\nnulment of by-laws by. 4743 
Of regulations hr, 4743 
or rules by, 4743 
Appointment o f Board memhcrs hy. 4i40 
Of honorary Board members. 4i41 
.-\utbori7.ing issuance of securities. 4742 
Declaring what is maintenance, 4742 
Guaran teeing of sccurit ies. 4742 
Sanction re disposal of property. 4741 
)faintenance. how borne. 4742 
Submission o f estima tes re, 4742 
\'\·hat tn include, 4742 
RULES OF COURT 
) lini;: ter of Education ex officio member of 
Board, 4740 
Of :\Tines ex vfficio member of Board, 
4740 
:\!ortgs~e. powers of Board re, 4741 
Objects, collect ions and exhibitions, 4740 
Illu~trating natural history, 4740 
Officers. by.Jnws, rules and rcgulat ions re, 
.J.7.J3 
Property, acquiring by Board, 4741 
Disposinl! by Board, 4711 
Exempted from taxation, 4743 
Powers o f Board re, 4741 
Pro,·incial Secretary, transmission of by· 
laws to. 4743 
Secretary, transmission of regulation; to, 
4743 
Transmission of rules to, 4743 
l'ublic If' orks Act, referred to, 4743 
Receipt<. annual report rc, 47-13 
Rel!nlations. annulment, 4143 
Appointment officers and sen-ants. 4743 
By Board, 4743 
Rule•. annulment. 4743 
Appointment of officers and servants. 4743 
By Board. 4743 
Secur i tie~. guaranteeing by Government, 
4742 
I ~suing of, 4742 . 
::-en·ant~. hr-laws, rules and regu lations rc, 
4743 
Taxation, property exempt from, 4743 
Terminable annuities. guaranteeing by Gov-
ernment. 4742 
Annuities, issuing of, 4742 
l!niversity defined. 4740 
Donations by. 4741,4742 
Of Toronto, donations to Board, 4i41 
Payment of nne-half maintenance, 4742 
Representation on Board, 4740 
Rights over lands of museum, 4741 
' 'ming of lands in Board, 4741 
\ 'icc-Chairman. elect ion by Board, 4741 
llC LES OF COLlRT: sec cocxTY cot·nTs; 
(;EXERAL SESStO.\'S; t:>ITERPUE·r~TI0:-1; 
.ll'OICt.TURE: SURROGATE COURTS 
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RULES OF THE ROAD 
RULES OF THE ROAD; see HIGHWAY SAILORS LAND SETTLEMENT; see 
TRAFFIC; SNOW ROADS AND FENCES 
RURAL HYDRO-ELECTRIC DISTRIBU-
TION 
Commission, recommendation of, 1010 
Grants, amount of, 1010 
In rural power districts, 1010 
When chargeable, 1010 
Power Commission Act, referred to, 1010 
Public Utilities Act, referred to, 1010 
RURAL POWER DISTRICT LOANS 
Advance, amount of, 1012 
Notice to encumbrancees, 1012 
Repayment of, 1012 
To whom made, 1011 
W:hcre default occurs, 1012 
Certificate of repayment. 10 I 3 
Commission, defined, lOll 
Recommendations, 1012 
To own works, 1013 
Fund, creation of, lOll 
Payments out of, lOll 
Installation, what may include, lOll 
Lien, how discharged, 1013 
Notice of registration, 1013 
Priority of, 1013 
Where registered, 1013 
Owner, application by, 1011 
Contents of application, 1012 
Regulation, by whom made, 1013 
Defined, lOll 
RURAL POWER DISTRICT SERVICE 
CHARGE 
Commission to set maximum charge. 1014 
Deficit, special account, 1014 
Where payable from, 1014 
Service charge, by whom set, 1014 
When may be reduced, 1014 
Where deficit, 1014 
NORTHERN DEVELOPME:-IT 
SALE OF GOODS; see also BILLS OF SALE 
AND CHA1TEL MORTCACE; BULK SAL· 
ES; CONDITIONAL SALES; FACTORS; 
MERCANTILE LAW AMENDMENT; STAT· 
UTE OF FRAUDS; WAREHOUSEMEN'S 
LIEN 
Acceptance of goods, duty of buyer re, 2058 
Effect of ref using, 2060 
What constitutes, 2050,2059 
Action, defined, 2048 
For damages when valuation prevented, 
2051 
Right enforceable by, 2066 
Agreement to sell, what constitutes, 2049 
When becomes sale, 2049 
Auction rules governing sales by, 2066 
RAilee, Joss of seliP.r's liP.n on delivery to, 
2062 
Bill of exchange when attached to bill of 
lading, 2056 
Bill of lading, purchaser to return if ac-
companying hill unaccepted, 2056 
Transmission where made to order of 
seller, 2056 
Bill of sale, law respecting not affected, 2067 
Breach of contract, action for, 206~ 
Action for damages for non-acceptance, 
2060 
DiiTerence in price, 2064 
Non-acceptance, 2064 
Non-delivery, 2064 
Price of goods sold, 206.! 
Specific performance, 2065 
When property has not passed, 2064 
Damages for breach of warranty, 2065 
~[ensure of damages, 2064 
Remedies of buyer, 2064 
Of seller, 2064 
Re-sale, 2063 
Rights of seller against goods, 2063 
Special damages, right of recovery, 2065 
Stoppage in transitu, 2063 
SAFETY ZONE; see HICIIWAY TRAFFIC; Breach of warranty, measure of damages, 
MUNICIPAL 2065 
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